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(57) Abstract cy t̂

A secure cryptographic network is established among operational units

(108, 110, 112, 114, 116, 118) in a system. A public key cryptosystem is

initially used to establish secure cornmunication links (128, 134, 136, 138).

Then, each secure communication link will be provided with a unique private

encryption key from a private key cryptosystem. Every operational unit in the

system will contain a secure chip integrated circuit (140). These secure chips

will comprise a programmable processor and a read-only memory. A plurality

of personalization stations (106) are used to provide each secure chip with a

public/private encryption or signature key pair. The secure chips will execute

a program from the read-only memory on the secure chips to verify that the

public/private key pair has been received from an authorized source (100,

106). Bach secure drip will also be provided with a chain of authentication

certificates originating from a trusted authority (100). ThepubHc signature key

of the trusted authority will be programmed into the read-only memory of the

secure chip, for reliable access to this ^formation. When establishing a secure

communication link between two operational units, each of the operational

units will authenticate the other operational unit by verifying the content and

source of each of the authentication certificates in the respective chains.
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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR ESTABLISHING A

CRYPTOGRAPHIC LfNK BETWEEN ELEMENTS OF A SYSTEM

Background of the Invention

Field of the Invention

5 The present Invention is in the field of cryptographic methods for establishing a cryptographic link

for communication of information between elements of a system. In particular, the present invention relates

to a system and method for exchanging cryptographic keys between elements in a system to create a

cryptographic network where each element of the system authenticates the other elements of the system

with which it will communicate.

10 Description of the Related Art

A cryptographic system typically involves the application of an encryption algorithm to a plain text

message to create cipher text, which cannot be understood without performing a corresponding decryption

function. A relatively simple cryptosystem utilizes the same algorithm for both encryption and decryption

functions. Using such a system requires that the algorithm be disseminated to elements of the system,

15 without disclosing the algorithm to outsiders.

A slightly more sophisticated cryptographic system will typically involve an algorithm that operates

on a key to encrypt or decrypt messages, so that an outsider cannot decrypt a message without determining

both the algorithm and the key. In such a system, selecting a new key is typically much easier than

selecting a new algorithm. Thus, if the security of the system has been compromised, a secure path can

20 be reestablished by securely transferring a new key, without having to develop a new algorithm. Hence, the

security of the system does not rely on the privacy of the algorithm. A cryptosystem of this type wiH be

referred to as a private key cryptosystem. One such system, the "DES" system, is disclosed in the "Data

Encryption Standard," Federal Information Processing Standards Publication No. 46. January 15, 1 977, which

is Incorporated herein by reference. Use of these private key systems, however, stfflrequires that a by be

25 privately crnnmunlcated between elements of the system, which typically requires costly and time-consuming

measures to ensure that outsiders do not intercept a message containing a new key.

A public key cryptosystem provides a secure link without having to privately transfer keys among

elements of the system. Such a system involves a pair of inverse transformations for encrypting and

decrypting a message. Applying one of the transformations to dphertext that has been encrypted by the

30 other transformation will yield the original plain text message. Again, each of the transformations can involve

the application of a common algorithm to a unique key to provide a unique transformation. Thus, a first

algorithm and a first key combine to form a first transformation, while a second algorithm and a second key

form a second transformation, where the two transformations are inverse functions.
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ln a public key cryptosystem, each element in the system will have a pair of keys that, along with

the appropriate algorithms, provide the inverse functions of encryption and decryption. One of the keys, the

public key, is distributed to other elements in the system, without taking any measures to prevent outsiders

from acquiring the key. The other key, the private key, is retained by the element to which the keys belong,

5 and this key should not be disclosed for any reason. Thus, neither of the keys have to be privately

communicated to other elements of the system. The algorithms and keys used in such a cryptosystem must

be selected to render infeasible the determination of a private key, based on knowledge of the corresponding

public key. The prior art discloses several thoroughly tested public key cryptosystems that meet these

requirements. For example, U.S. Patent No. 4,405,829, issued to Rivest, et al., which is hereby incorporated

10 by reference, discloses a well-known public key cryptosystem commonly referred to as the RSA cryptosystem.

To further explain the use of a public key cryptosystem, suppose that elements A and B desire to

establish a secure link. Element A will generate a public/private key pair, transmit the public key to element

B, and retain the private key to itself. Element B will generate its own public/private key pair, transmit its

public key to element A, and retain its own private key. If element A now wants to send a private message

15 to element B, element A will encrypt a plaintext message using the public key of element B. The resulting

ciphertext4:an only- be decrypted by using element B's private key. Because only element B has this private

key, only element B can decrypt the ciphertext to obtain the original message. In the same manner, element

B can send a private message to element A by encrypting the message with element A's public key. Thus,

elements A and B have established a secure link by swapping public keys.

20 The above description of the use of a public key cryptosystem allows for private transfer of

messages between elements of a system. Another use of a public key cryptosystem allows elements of a

system to verify the source of a message. In the above example, if element A encrypts a message with its

own private key and sends the message to element B, then element B can verify that the message came

from element A by applying A's public key to decrypt the message. Any message that can be decrypted

25 using A's public key must have been encrypted by A because only A has the corresponding private key. This

use of a public key cryptosystem is called a digital signature system. Several public key cryptosystems have

been developed specifically for this purpose. For example, the Digital Signature Standard (DSS), which is

published by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (FIPS PUB XX, February 1, 1993), describes

one such system. The DSS is also incorporated by reference.

30 The two uses of public key cryptosystems described above can be referred to as "privacy" and

"authentication/ respectively. Both of these uses are subject to an important limitation. The privacy and

authentication objectives can only be achieved if an element obtains the correct public key for the element

with which it wishes to communicate. In the example described above, an outsider X may pretend to be a

true element of the system, element C for example, and send a public key to element A. Element A, believing
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the outsider to be element C, may send its public key to the outsider X. Then, if element A intends to send

a private message to element C, element A will encrypt the plaintext message using the public key of the

outsider X, beBeving it to be the public key of element C. Element A wiH then transmit the ciphertext to

the outsider X, again believing the outsider X to be dement C. Thus, the outsider can simply apply its own

5 private key to decipher the cipher text. In addition, outsider X can sign a message with its own private key

and send the message to etement A. Element A will apply the public key of outsider X, believing it to be

the public key of element C. Because the keys will correspond, element A will believe that the message was

signed by element C.

One solution to the above-described problem with public key cryptosystems involves the use of

10 certificates generated by a mutually misted authority. In the example described above, assume that each

of the elements of the system will trust an authority T to recognize the different elements of the system.

r Em* of the elements of the system can become authenticated by the authority T. To obtain authentication,

element A wiH provide its public key to the authority T. After verifying that the public key belongs to

etement A, the authority T wiH sign, using its own private key, a message containing the public key of

15 element A. The authority T wiH then provide this signed message, hi the form of a certificate, tenement

A. Element A can now provide the certificate to other elements of the system to prove that its pUgJic key

was recognized by the authority T. ^

When attempting to establish a secure link with another element, for example, element B,^tement

A will transmit the certificate to element B. Element B will use the public key of the authority T tasdecrypt

20 the certificate and verify the public key of element A. Now, as long as element B can trust the decision

by authority T to authenticate the public key of element A, element B can trust the results of wing the

pubBe key of etement A for privacy and authentication functions. However, if element B does not have the

true public key of the authority T, then the security of the system may also be compromised. This is an

important weakness in many existing cryptosystems.

25 - hi theory, a private key cryptosystem can serve the functions of privacy and authentication very

wen. However, in practice, many implementations of these systems have been compromised. Pirates are

often very sophisticated and wiH often go to great lengths to break into a cryptosystem. Many

implementations of cryptographic systems have utilized expensive security measures to safeguard against

pirates. For example, systems are often set up to require that two specific people be present simultaneously

30 to perform certain sensitive functions. In many situations, however, such security measures would be

prohibitively expensive. Consequently, many systems for which the market does not justify such expenditures

are vulnerable to pirate attacks.

In addition, a public key cryptosystem will only be secure, even in theory, if computing a private key,

based on knowledge of a corresponding pubfc key, is computationally infeasible. Although the prior art
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discloses several systems that have been thoroughly tested, and appear to satisfy this requirement these

systems also require substantial processing capabilities to originally generate a public/private key pair.

Providing the required processing capabilities can again be prohibitively expensive, especially when a large

number of public key pairs is required for a large number of units in a system. There is a need in the

5 cryptography industry for a secure, but relatively inexpensive cryptographic system.

Summary of the Invention

The present invention comprises a method and apparatus for establishing a cryptographic network

among a plurality of operational units in a system. In addition to the operational units, the system also

comprises cryptographic units for establishing the cryptographic network. These cryptographic units comprise

10 a master key station (MKS), an MKS registration station (MKS-RS), an MKS personalization station (MKS-PS)

and a personalization station (PS). At least one of the operational units in the system will function as a

registration station (RS). Typically there will be a number of PSs and a number of RSs distributed throughout

a system. There may also be a separate operational unit associated with an RS, for which the RS performs

registrations. Every unit in the system, except possibly the MKS, comprises a secure chip integrated circuit

15 which, in turn, comprises a programmable processor and a read only memory (ROM). The method of the

present invention generally involves an initialization of the MKS, a personalization of each of the; secure chips

that will be used in the system, and a registration of the operational units in the system.

The MKS functions as a trusted authority and directly or indirectly authenticates every secure chip

in the system. The MKS, along with the MKS-PS and the MKS-RS, will typically be located in a very secure

20 environment. First, the MKS generates a public/private signature key pair for its own use, designated the

MKS public signature key and the MKS private signature key. The MKS public signature key is programmed

into the ROM of each secure chip when the secure chips are manufactured, so that each secure chip will

have reliable access to the MKS public signature key.

The MKS personalizes the secure chips for the PS, the MKS-PS and the MKS-RS. During

25 personalization, a personalizing unit such as the MKS here, provides the secure chip with a public/private

signature key pair, designated the SC public signature key and the SC private signature key. The

personalizing unit also provides the secure chip with an authentication certificate. An authentication

certificate generally contains the SC public signature key and a message indicating the functions that the

secure chip has been authorized to perform by the personalizing unit. Finally, the certificate is also signed

30 by the personalizing unit After personalizing the secure chip, the personalizing unit deletes any copy of the

SC private signature key that the personalizing unit has retained. During personalization, the secure chip that

is being personalized will execute a program that is contained within the ROM on the secure chip. The

execution of this program will verify that the secure chip is being personalized by an authorized personalizing

unit. If the personalizing unit is not authorized, then the secure chip will abandon the personalization process.
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After a secure chip has been successfully personalized, then the secure chip will execute a software locking

routine that will prevent any future tampering with the information that has been received by the secure chip

during the personalization process. The NIKS authorizes the MKS-PS and the PS to personalize other secure

chips; and the MKS authorizes the MKS-RS to register operational units. When the secure chips for the PS.

5 the MKS-PS and the MKS-RS have been personalized, then these units can be assembled. Electronic links

can be established between these units and the MKS. Then all four of these units can begin to operate.

The MKS-PS and the PS wiB personalize the remaining secure chips to be used in the system. Most

of the secure chips will typically be personalized by the PS (or the multiple PSs). This can reduce the cost

of the personalization process because the secure chips wHI not all have to be transported to a single location

10 for ^serialization. Generally, the MKS-PS wiH only be used to personalize the secure chips of the

operational units that are most sensitive to pirate attacks, including the RS. A similar rationale applies to

the determination as to whether the MKS-RS or the RS (or the multiple RSs> will register an operational unit

The personalization process performed by the MKS-PS will be similar to the personalization described,above

relative to the MKS. The personalization process performed by the PS wffl also be similar to that performed

15 by the MKS, except that the secure chips will also be provided with a public/private encryption t®/ pair,

designated the public rekey key and the private rekey key. The public rekey key is includedjHn the

authentication certificate, along with the SC public signature key. ~£

After an of the secure chips have been personalized, then aU of the operational unitssgan be

assembled and electronic links can be established between these operational units. However, the opejational

20 units will typically not be able to fiiUy operate until some or all of the operational units have registe®d with

either the RS or the MKS-RS. u

During registration of these operational units, the unit being registered (the subject of registration)

wiH provide its public rekey key and a chain of authentication certificates to the registering unit. The chain

of certificates wiB comprise one certificate from the MKS, authenticating the PS. and one certificate from

25 the PS, atnlKSttlcating the subject. The registering unit wiH authenticate the subject by verifying the content

and source of these certificates. Next the registering unit wffl generate a private encryption key. designated

a CSKEY, or a package of several keys, that wiB be unique to the subject of the registration. The registering

unit wiB encrypt this CSKEY using the subject's public rekey key. The registering unit will then send the

encrypted CSKEY and a chain of authentication certificates to the subject The chain of certificates wiB

30 comprise one certificate from the MKS. atrthenticating the MKS-PS, and one certificate from the MKS-PS.

authenticating the registering unit « the registering unit is the RS. Alternatively, if the registering unit is

the MKS-RS, then the chain of certificates wiB comprise one certificate from the MKS. authenticating the

MKS-RS. The subject of the registration will authenticate the registering unit by verifying the content and
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source of these certificates. The subject will also decrypt the CSKEY by applying the private rekey key of

the subject

The MKSRS will be performing these registrations on behalf of the MKS. Also, as described above,

the RS may be performing the registrations on behalf of another operational unit. If the registration is being

5 performed on behalf of another unit then the registering unit will securely transmit the unique CSKEY to that

unit. Then the registering unit will delete any copy of the CSKEY that the registering unit has retained. If

the registration was not performed on behalf of another unit then the RS will retain the CSKEY.

The registration of an operational unit establishes a secure link between the operational unit and the

unit for which the registration was performed. Only these two units have access to the unique CSKEY f and

10 so each of the units can encrypt and decrypt private messages using this key. This remote registration

capability eliminates the "cradle to grave" tracking required by many prior art cryptographic systems. In the

event that the CSKEYs of one or more secure devices are compromised, the secure devices can be

commanded to register again rather than the expensive "smartcard" deployment required by many prior art

cryptographic systems. The registration process can be performed once for every pair of units for which a

15 secure electronic link is desired. The CSKEY can take the place of the unique keys installed during

manufacture in many prior art cryptographic systems, especially those used in the cable and direct broadcast

TV industry.

The method and apparatus of the present invention provides significant advantages over prior art

cryptographic systems. The present invention provides one or more personalization stations that generate

20 public/private key pairs for operational units in the system, so that the operational units do not need to have

the processing capability to generate their own key pairs. This provision can yield great cost savings for

systems with numerous operational units. Also, for systems with relatively small operational units, this

provision can greatly reduce the size of these units.

The present invention also provides numerous relatively inexpensive security measures that are not

25 disclosed by the prio; art. For example, the MKS public signature key is placed in ROM of the secure chips

so that every unit in the system will have reliable access to this information. This prevents pirates from

imitating the MKS, without obtaining the MKS private signature key. A portion of the personalization routine

is also placed in ROM of the secure chips so that pirates cannot personalize secure chips using an

unauthorized personalizing unit by bypassing the authentication and authorization checking functions of the

30 personalization process. Another feature of the present invention is that each unit involved in both the

personalization process and the registration process authenticates the opposing unit in the process. This

significantly complicates the difficulty of a pirate breaking into a system, without significantly increasing the

cost of implementing and maintaining the system. The present invention also provides for remote registration

of operational units to further reduce the cost of implementing and maintaining a cryptographic system. A
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person of skiH in the art of cryptographic systems will recognize numerous other novel security measures

from the detailed description of the preferred embodiment of the present invention.

A further aspect of the present invention is a method of establishing a cryptographic link between

a registration station (RS» and an operational unit (OU) of a cryptographic system, the system comprising the

5 RS, the OU, a master key station (MKS) and a personalization station (PS). The method generally comprises

initializing the MKS and the PS, personalizing the RS, personalizing the OU. and registering the OU with the

RS.

The MKS and the PS are initialized by a method comprising the steps of: providing the MKS with

an encryption/decryption key pair consisting of an MKS public signature key and an MKS private signature

10 key; providing the PS with an encryption/decryption key pair consisting of a PS public signature key and a

PS private signature key; providing the PS public signature key to the MKS; providing the MKS public

signature key to the PS; creating a PS certificate in the MKS; and communicating the PS certificate from

the MKS to the PS. Where the PS certificate is created in the MKS by a method comprising the steps of:

creating a message containing the PS public signature key and an authorization for the PS to personalize the

15 OU and signing the message with the MKS private signature key to create the PS certificate, xc

The RS is personalized by a method comprising the steps of: communicating a first copy ofsthe PS

certificate to the RS; generating, in the PS, an encryption/decryption key pair for the RS consisting of an

RS public signature key and an RS private signature key; securely communicating the RS private signature

key from the PS to the RS; deleting the RS private signature key from the PS; creating an RS cestiffcate

20 in the PS; and communicating the RS certificate from the PS to the RS. Where the RS certificate isfcreated

in the PS by a method comprising the steps of: creating a message containing the RS public signature key

end signing the message with the PS private signature key to create the RS certificate.

The OU is personalized by a method comprising the steps of: communicating a second copy of the

PS certificate to the OU; providing the MKS public signature key to the OU; verifying in the OU that the

25 second copy of the PS certificate was signed by the MKS by applying the MKS public signature key;

verifying in the OU that the second copy of the PS certificate authorizes the PS to personalize the OU;

generating an encryption/decryption key pair in the PS for the OU, the encryption/decryption key pair

comprising an OU public encryption key and an OU private decryption key; securely communicating the OU

private decryption key from the PS to the OU; deleting the OU private decryption key from the PS; creating

30 in the PS an OU certificate for the OU; and communicating the OU certificate from the PS to the OU. Where

the OU certificate for the OU is created in the PS by a method comprising the steps of: creating a message

containing the OU public encryption key and signing the message with the PS private signature key to create

the OU certificate for the OU.
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The OU is registered with the RS by a method comprising the steps of: communicating the OU

certificate to the RS; communicating the second copy of the PS certificate to the RS; providing the MKS

public signature key to the RS; verifying in the RS that the second copy of the PS certificate was signed

by the MKS by applying the MKS public signature key; verifying in the RS that the OU certificate was signed

5 by the PS by applying the PS public signature key, the PS public signature key having been obtained from *

the second copy of the PS certificate; communicating the RS certificate to the OU; communicating the first

copy of the PS certificate to the OU; verifying in the OU that the first copy of the PS certificate was signed

by the MKS by applying the MKS public signature key; verifying in the OU that the RS certificate was signed

by the PS by applying the PS public signature key, the PS public signature key having been obtained from

10 the first copy of the PS certificate; generating in the RS a cryptographic data element for the OU; encrypting

the private encryption key in the OU public encryption key, the RS having obtained the OU public encryption

key from the OU certificate; communicating the cryptographic data element, encrypted in the OU public

encryption key, from the RS to the OU; and decrypting in the OU the private encryption key by applying the

OU private decryption key.

15 This method is preferably employed where the cryptographic system comprises a communication

system. Moreover, this method is preferably employed where the communication system comprises a

subscriber television system.

The method just disclosed is preferably employed in a cryptographic system wherein the RS and the

OU each comprise a secure chip the secure chip comprising a programmable processor and a read-only

20 memory, the read-only memory containing the MKS public signature key.

The method just disclosed is preferably employed in this modified system wherein the steps of

verifying in the OU that the second copy of the PS certificate was signed by the MKS and of verifying in

the OU that the second copy of the PS certificate authorizes the PS to personalize the OU are accomplished

by the programmable processor of the secure chip executing a program in the read-only.memory of the secure

25 chip.

Alternatively, the method just disclosed is preferably employed in this modified system wherein the

message created during the method of creating the PS certificate additionally contains an effective date and

an expiration date for the PS certificate, wherein the read only memory of the secure chip additionally

contains a manufacturing date code, and wherein the method for personalizing the OU additionally comprises

30 the step of: verifying in the OU that the manufacturing date code in the read only memory of the secure \

chip is between the effective date and the expiration date for the PS certificate.

A further aspect of the present invention is a method of establishing a cryptographic link between

a first unit and a second unit in a cryptographic system, the second unit being connected to the first unit

by a communication link, wherein the method comprises the steps of: generating a first public key pair
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comprising a first pttbfic key and a first private key; securely communicating the first private key to the first

unit: securely corranomcattag the first public key to the second unit; generating, in the second unit, a first

cryptographic data dement for use with the first unit encrypting, in the second unit, the first cryptographic

data element using the first public key; communicating the first cryptographic data element, encrypted in the

5 first public key, from the second unit to the tat unit, decryptog, in the first unit, the first cryptographic

data element by applying the first private key; and commuting private messages between the first umt

and the second unit using the first cryptographic data element.

The method described above preferably further comprises the steps of: sending a first authentication

certificate to the second unit, the first authentication certificate authenticating the first public key and

10 authenticating the first umt in the second unit using the first authentication certificate.

The further modified method described above preferably further comprises the steps of: generating

a second public key pair consisting of a second public key and a second private key; securely communicating

the second private key to the second unit; securely cormmjiHcating the second public toy to the first umt;

sending a second authentication certificate to the first unit, the second authentication certificate

15 authenticating the second public key; and auttomt^ the^
authentication certificate.

This further modified method is preferably employed where the cryptographic system comprises a

communication system. Moreover, this method is preferably employed where the communication system

comprises a subscriber television system. -

20 The further moHM method described above is preferably employed where the first privately ,s

suitable for creating digital signatures and the first public key is suitable for verifying digital signatures.

The further nwdTfied method described above is preferably employed wherein the first and second

authentication certificates comprise, respectively, first and second chains of authentication certificates, each

of the certificates in the first chain of authentication certificates and each of the certificates b the second

25 d^ rf-ta-e^-rtHk^c-^W* . data value mdicatmg a function that a subject of the

certificate wffl be euthorfeed to perform; an effective date for the certificate; and an expiration date for the

certificate.

The further modified method described above is preferably employed in a cryptographic system

wherein the second unit comprises a secure integrated circuit containing a programmable processor and a

30 read-only memory, and wherein the read-only memory contains a manufacturing date code.

Tte father modified method described above is preferably employed in the modified system ,ust

fedosed wherein the authentication of the first unit is accomplished by the processor in the secure

integrated circuit of the second unit by executing a program contained in the read-only memory of the secure

integrated circuit of the second unit.
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The further modified method described above is preferably employed in the modified system just

disclosed wherein the authentication of the first unit in the second unit comprises the step of: verifying that

the manufacturing date code in the read-only memory of the secure chip is between the effective date and

the expiration date for the certificate.

5 Alternatively, the further modified method heretofore disclosed is preferably employed in a

cryptographic system wherein the first and second authentication certificates comprise, respectively, first and

second chains of authentication certificates, and wherein the system additionally comprises a trusted

authority having a public signature key and a corresponding private signature key, wherein the first chain of

authentication certificates links the first unit to the trusted authority and the second chain of authentication

10 certificates links the second unit to the trusted authority.

The further modified method heretofore disclosed is preferably employed in the first alternative

system just disclosed wherein authenticating of the first unit in the second unit is accomplished by applying

an appropriate public signature key to each of the certificates in the first chain of authentication certificates,

beginning with the public signature key of the trusted authority and authenticating of the second unit in the

15 first unit is accomplished by applying an appropriate public signature key to each of the certificates in the

second chain of authentication certificates, beginning with the public signature key of the trusted authority.

The further modified method heretofore disclosed is more preferably employed in the first alternate

system just disclosed wherein authenticating the first unit in the second unit by application of an appropriate

public signature key comprises the steps of: obtaining the first chain of authentication certificates linking

20 the first unit to the trusted authority each of the authentication certificates being generated by an authority

to authenticate a subject of the certificate, each authority having a public signature key and a corresponding

private signature key, each subject having a public signature key and a corresponding private signature key,

each of the authentication certificates containing the public signature key of the respective subject of the

certificate and being signed by the respective authority of the certificate using the private signature key of

25 the authority, a first authentication certificate of the chain being generated by the trusted authority, each

subsequent authentication certificate of the chain, if any, being generated by the subject of the previous

authentication certificate, a last authentication certificate of the chain authenticating the first unit* checking

the first authentication certificate of the chain of authentication certificates by a method comprising the

steps of: verifying that the first authentication certificate has been signed by the trusted authority by

30 applying the public signature key obtained from the trusted authority and verifying that the first \

authentication certificate contains the public signature key of the subject of the first authentication

certificate; and checking each subsequent authentication certificate, if any, of the chain of authentication

certificates by a method comprising the steps of. obtaining the public signature key of the authority of the

subsequent authentication certificate from the previous authentication certificate, verifying that the
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subsequent authentication certificate has been signed by the authority of the subsequent authentication

certificate by applying the public signature key of the authority of the subsequent authentication certificate,

and verifying that the subsequent authentication certificate contains the public signature key of the subject

of the subsequent authentication certificate.

5 The further modified method heretofore disclosed is preferably employed in the first alternate system

just disclosed wherein the second unit comprises a secure integrated circuit containing a programmable

processor and a read-only memory, and wherein the read-only memory contains the public signature key of

the trusted authority.

The further modified method heretofore disclosed is preferably employed in the modified first

10 alternate system just disclosed wherein the authentication of the first unit is accomplished by the processor

in the secure integrated circuit of the second unit by executing a program contained in the read-only memory

of the secure integrated circuit of the second unit.

Alternatively, the further modified method earlier described is employed in a secondsauernate

cryptographic system wherein the system additionally comprises a third unit, wherein the third unit -generates

15 the first public key pair and securely communicates the first private key to the first unit anrJTsecurely

communicates the first public key to the second unit, and wherein the third unit generates the secahApuWic

key pair and securely communicates the second private key to the second unit and securely communicates
•

the second pubBc key to the first unit.

'A *

The further modified method earlier described is preferably employed in the second alternatessystem

20 described above wherein the method additionally comprises the steps of: deleting the first privattfkey from

the third unit and deleting the second private key from the third unit.

The further modified method earlier described is preferably employed in the second alternate-system

described above wherein the first private key is securely communicated from the third unit to the first unft

'

by a method cwnprising the steps of: providing a first public signature key to the first unit, the first public

25 signajure key corresponding to a first private signature key possessed by the third unit; creating a message

in the third unit, the message containing the first private key; digitally signing the message in the third unit

using the first private signature key; securely trarisrrutting the digitally signed message containing the first

private key to the first unit; and verifying in the first unit that the message was signed by the third unit by

applying the first public signature key.

30 The further modified method earlier described is preferably employed in the second alternate system

described above wherein the method additionally comprises the step of performing in the first unit a

verification function to verify that the thW urft l«* been authoriied by a^
first puWc key pair, the trusted authority having a second public signature key and a corresponding second

private signature key. the verification function comprising the steps of: receiving m the first unit a certificate
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containing the first public signature key and a message indicating that the third unit has been authorized by

the trusted authority to provide the first public key pair, the certificate having been signed with the second

private signature key; obtaining the second public signature key; applying the second public signature key to

the certificate to verify that the certificate was signed by the trusted authority; and reading the message

5 in the certificate to determine whether the third unit has been authorized to provide the first public key pair.

A further aspect of the present invention is a cryptographic system having a first unit and a second

unit, the first unit being connected to the second unit by a communication link, the first unit performing a

first function, the second unit performing a second function, the second function being different from the first

function, wherein the improvement comprises: the first unit comprising a first communication circuit the first

10 communication circuit comprising a first secure circuit and the second unit comprising a second

communication circuit, the second communication circuit comprising a second secure circuit, wherein the first

communication circuit and the second communication circuit interface to establish a cryptographic link

between the first unit and the second unit over the communication link, each of the secure circuits containing

information needed to establish the cryptographic link between the first unit and the second unit.

15 This cryptographic system preferably functions primarily as a communication system. Moreover, this

cryptographic system preferably functions as a subscriber television system.

The cryptographic system heretofore disclosed is preferably embodied wherein the first secure circuit

comprises a first secure integrated circuit wherein the second secure circuit comprises a second secure

integrated circuit, wherein the first secure integrated circuit comprises a first programmable processor and

20 a first read-only memory, wherein the second secure integrated circuit comprises a second programmable

processor and a second read-only memory, and wherein the information needed to establish the cryptographic

link is contained in the first and the second read only memories.

The cryptographic system heretofore disclosed is preferably embodied wherein the information

contained in each of the read only memories includes a public signature key of a trusted authority.

25 The cryptographic system heretofore disclosed is preferably embodied wherein the information

contained in the first read-only memory additionally includes a program executed by the first programmable

processor for authenticating the second unit, and wherein the information contained in the second read-only

memory additionally includes a program executed by the second programmable processor for authenticating

the first unit

30 Alternately, the cryptographic system disclosed earlier is preferably embodied wherein the system

further comprises a third unit and a trusted authority, wherein the trusted authority authorizes the third unit

to provide the first unit with a public key and a corresponding private key, the third unit generates the public

key and the private key for the first unit, the first unit provides the second unit with the public key from

the third unit the information contained in each of the read-only memories containing a program for
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determinmg whether the third unit has been authorized by the trusted authority to provide the public key and

the private key. the second cerrownication circuit receiving the private key from the third unit only after the

second secure circuit has executed the program to determine that the third unit has been authorized by the

trusted authority to provide the pubHc key and the private key.

5
Brief Description nf fte Drawings

Rgure 1 ilhistrates a general functional block diagram of a cable and satellite television system

incorporating the cryptographic method of the present invention.

Figure 2 illustrates a flowchart for estabfishing a secure communication network in the cable and

satellite television system of Figure 1.

10 Figure 3 illustrates a flowchart for the personalization by an MKS of a secure chip of an MKS-PS.

an MKS-RS or a PS of the system of Figure 1.

Figure 4A fflustrates a flowchart for the creation of an authentication certificate and an initialization

message by an MKS for a secure chip of an MKS-PS, an MKS-RS or a PS. *=

Figure 48 illustrates a flowchart for the authentication and verification by a secure chip of the

15 authentication certificate and the Wtiafization message created by the processes of Figure 4A. ^
Figure 5 illustrates a flowchart for the personalization by a PS or an MKS-PS of a secure^hip of

a HE, a DEC, an ECS, an ECS-RS or a UL of the system of Rgure 1.

Figure 6A illustrates a flowchart for the creation of an authentication certificate and an inrOafaation

message for a secure chip of a HE, a DEC, an ECS, an ECS-RS or a UL ^
20 Figure 6B Hhistrates a flowchart for the authentication and verification by a secure cf%of the

authentication certificate and the initialization message created by the processes of Figure 6A.

Figure 7A fflustrates a flowchart for the registration by an MKS-RS of an ECS, an ECS-RS and a

UL of the system of Figure 1.

Figure 7B illustrates a flowchart for the registration by an ECS-RS of a channel of an HE of the

25 system of Figure 1.

Figure 7C iBustrates a flowchart for the registration by an ECS^S of a DEC of the system of Figure

^

Rgure 8 illustrates a flowchart for the auttmntication and verification of the authentication

certificates exchanged during the registration processes of Figures 7A. 7B and 7C.

retailed Descripripn, of the Preferred Embodiment

Rgure 1 iBustrates a cable and satellite television communication system incorporating the

cryptographic system of the present invention, Although the preferred embodiment of the present invention

wiB be described in relation to a subscriber television system, ona of skill in the art will understand the

present disclosure to apply to a wide variety of communication systems. For example, the present invention

30
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can be applied to a subscriber radio system or an ordinary computer network. In addition, one of skill in the

art will understand the present disclosure to apply to other systems for which communication is not the

primary purpose. For example, the present invention can also be applied to an alarm system to establish a

secure communication link between different elements of the system. Use of the word "communication" or

5 "communicate" in the present specification is generally intended to refer to the general concept of

transferring information from a source to a destination. These terms should not be construed to limit the

scope of the invention to a "communication system," where the primary objective of the system is to

communicate information. The present invention can apply to systems in which the communication of

information is only a minor, or even insignificant aspect of the overall system. In fact, the present invention

10 can be adapted for use in any system for which a secure cryptographic fink is desired.

For purposes of this specification, a "communication link" will comprise some physical medium over

which information can be communicated between two elements of a system and some mutually understood

method or technique for communicating. The physical communication medium may comprise, for example,

a hard wired electrical connection, an ordinary telephone line, a computer network line, a fiber optic cable,

15 or a radio broadcast communication link. The communication method or technique may comprise, for example,

a specific language, a shared syntax for coded messages, or an encryption/decryption algorithm. A

"communication network" will refer to a set of communication links, where each communication link may use

a different physical communication medium and a different communication method or technique. A

communication fink or network wiH be "secure" if an encryption/decryption system is used for which

20 determination of encrypted information is computationally or economically infeasible without knowledge of

specific decryption information and where the decryption information has not been acquired by outsiders, or

if a signature/verification system is used for which unauthorized insertion or modification of signed information

is computationally or economically infeasible without knowledge of specific signature information and where

the signature information has not been acquired by outsiders. Preferably, an encryption/decryption system

25 is used for which determination of encrypted information is computationally infeasible without knowledge of

specific decryption information, and a signature/verification system is used for which unauthorized insertion

or modification of signed information is computationally infeasible without knowledge of specific signature

information. A communication link or network will be considered "compromised" if an outsider acquires the

decryption information of an encryption/decryption system or the signature information . of a

30 signature/verification system. An "outsider" or "pirate" will refer to a person or communication unit that is

not an intended recipient or source of certain information.

A person of skill in the art will understand that the preferred embodiment of the present invention

may comprise a pure catrfe television system, a pure satellite television system, or a combination cable and

satellite television system. The preferred embodiment of the present invention will be described in terms of
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a cable and satellite subscriber television system. The preferred embodiment relates to a method and

apparatus for establishing a secure communication link between the different elements of the subscriber

television system for which communication is desired.

Returning to the subscriber television system of Figure 1. the preferred embodiment comprises a

5 number of communication elements or units, including a roaster key station (NBCS> 100, an MKS registration

station (MKS-RS) 102, an MKS personalization station (MKS-PS) 104. a secure chip personalization station

IPS) 108, an entitlement control system (ECS) 108, an ECS registration station (ECS-RS) 1 10, an uplink (UL)

1 1 2, a head end (HE) 1 1 4, a cable decoder box (DEC) 1 16 and a satellite decoder box (DEC) 118. The MKS

100. the MKS-RS 1 02 and the MKS-PS 1 04 could alternatively be combined to form a single unit. Also, the

10 ECS 108 and the ECS-RS 1 10 could be combined. Each of the communication elements in the system wiH

preferably comprise a programmable computer. Each of these computers will be programmed to perform the

:
appropriate functions of the present invention, as described below. Each of the communication elements in

the system will contain one or more integrated circuit components referred to as secure chips (SCjr140.

Also, the head end 114 wiH comprise one or more head end channels 142, each of which wiH contain one

15 or more secure chips 140.

The MKS 100 is connected to the PS 106 by a communication line 1 19. For a subscriber television

system, messages will preferably be transferred between the MKS 100 and the PS 106 by a human eourier;.

physically transporting the messages. Thus, the line 1 19 may comprise a courier walking between units, and

need not comprise an electronic medium. The MKS 100 and the MKS-RS 102 are connected to the |£ 112

20 by a communication fine 120. The MKS 100 and the MKS-RS 102 are connected to the ECS 108- by a

communication fine 122. Again, the communication lines 120. 122 wiH preferably consist of a human cuurier

physically carrying messages between the respective units. In some embodiments, a physically protected

electronic medium may be sufficiently secure for the lines 120. 122. The ECS 108 is connected to the UL

112 by a communication line 132. The ECS 108 is connected to the head end 114 by a communication line

25 124̂ The ECS-RS 110 is connected to the head end 1 14 by a rommumcatkm line 126. The UL 112 is

connected to the head end 114 by a communication line 128. The head end 114 is connected to the cable

decoder box 116 by a communication line 134. The ECS-RS 110 is connected to the cable decoder box 116

by a coinmunication line 130. The ECS-RS 110 is connected to the satellite decoder box 118 by a

corniruimcation fine 131. The head end 114 is connected to the satellite decoder box 118 by a

30 communfcation line 136. The UL 1 12 is connected to the sateWte decoder box 1 18 by a communication hne

138. In addition, local communication lines are provided between the MKS 100. the MKS-RS 102 and the

MKS-PS 104. and between the ECS 108 and the ECS-RS 110, although these lines are not illustrated in

Figure 1. The MKS 100, MKS-RS 102 and MKS-PS 104 may be different functional units within the same

equipment housing, or otherwise physically connected. On the other hand, if these units 100. 102. 104 are
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physically separated, then the local communication lines will be physically protected, such as by human

courier. The communications line between the ECS 108 and the ECS-RS 110 will either be physically

protected or cryptographically secured.

The subscriber television system of Figure 1 performs two primary functions. First the system

5 distributes the various video signals constituting the various television channels, one or more of which may

be scrambled, to the different cable decoder boxes 116 and satellite decoder boxes 118 in the system.

Second, the system distributes cryptosystem keys and other information to allow specific decoder boxes 116,

1 18 to unscramble the appropriate video signals and receive the appropriate television programs. A typical

implementation of the present invention in a subscriber television system may comprise a single master key

10 station 100, with an associated registration station 102 and personalization station 104; between 10-20

secure chip personalization stations 106; from one to ten entitlement control systems 108, with associated

registration stations 1 10; from one to ten uplinks 112; on the order of 10,000 or more head ends 114; and

up to approximately 10,000,000 decoder boxes 116, 118. However, for convenience, the description will

generally assume a system comprising one of each type of unit.

15 The communication lines 132, 126 and 124 may constitute ordinary computer network interfaces.

There is no need to ensure that pirates do not have access to these communication lines. The present

invention will provide a secure communication environment despite such pirate access. The communication

line 128 provides a satellite communication interface between the uplink 112 and the head end 114. The

communication line 134 is a standard cable interface between a head end 1 14 and a cable decoder box 1 16.

20 The communication line 136 provides a satellite communication interface between the head end 114 and a

satellite decoder box 118, such as in an existing "television receive only/pass through" system (TVRO/PT).

The communication line 138 provides a satellite communication interface between the uplink 112 and the

satellite decoder box 118, such as in an existing "television receive only** system (TVRQ). The communication

lines 130 and 131 are standard telephone lines.

25 The uplinks 112 receive video signals from a variety of sources, such as a first run movie source.

The uplinks 112 distribute these video signals to the different head ends 114 in the system via the

communication line 128 and to the different satellite decoder boxes 118 via the communication line 138.

Each of the head ends 114 distributes these video signals to a number of the cable decoder boxes 116 via

the communication line 134 and to a number of the satellite decoder boxes 118 via the communication line

30 136. The uplinks 112 may scramble one or more of the video signals before transmitting the signals to

either the head end 114 or the satellite decoder boxes 118. If so, then the head ends 114 will typically

unscramble one or more of the scrambled video signals. Before retransmitting the video signals to the

decoder boxes 116 and 118, the head end 114 may also scramble one or more of the video signals. The
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decoder boxes 116 and 118 will then unscramble one or more of the video signals that have been scrambled

by either the head end 114 or the uplink 112.

The entitlement control system 108 can control which head ends 1 14 and which decoder boxes 116

and 118 can unscramble each of their respective video signals by selectively providing them with appropriate

5 decryption information. The ECS 108 also controls the scrambling of the video signals by the UL 112 and

the HE 114 by providing these units with appropriate encryption information. The process of controlling

access to video signals by different elements in the system will be referred to as "entitlement." The

encryption/decryption information disseminated by the ECS 108 must be carefully guarded because, if a pirate

obtains this information, the pirate can have unauthorized access to the video signals of the subscriber

10 television system. In other words, the pirate could watch television programs without paying any subscriber

fees. Such piracy can deprive subscriber television providers of great sums of earned income. The present

invention provides a method for establishing secure communication links for the dissemination of this critical

encryption/decryption information. 5

The master key station 100, the MKS registration station 102, the MKS personalization station 104,

15 the secure chip personalization station 106 and the ECS registration station 110 do not have any_direck

control over the distribution of the video signals or the entitlement of different head ends 114 or decoder-

boxes 116, 118 to receive the different video signals. Instead, the mam function of these unitsjs ttu

establish a secure communication network for the remaining units of the system, as described in gje*erx

detail below. These remaining units, the ECS 108. the UL 112, the HE 114 and the decoder boxes^.118*

20 118, will be referred to as "operational units."

Figure 2 illustrates the preferred method of the present invention for establishing a secure

communication environment for the operational units of the subscriber television system of Figure h The

method begins at a block 200. At a process block 202, the MKS generates an MKS pubticlprivate signature

key pair. As described above in the description of the related art. the prior art discloses several thoroughly

25 tested methods for generating a public/private signature key pair. A person of skill in the art wHl understand

how to generate public/private signature key pairs by referring to appropriate prior art references, such as

the DSS, which was referred to above. The DSS will be the preferred ahjorithm for generating public/private

signature key pairs, although other algorithms can also be used.

As described above in the description of the related art, a public key cryptosystem will typically only

30 be secure if each private key is known only by the entity to which the private key belongs. In addition, each

of the public keys must be distributed in a manner that allows each element of the system to authenticate

the source of a public key. The present invention implements an authentication scheme based on

authentication certmcates generated by a "trusted authority." The MKS 100 will function as this trusted

authority. As described above, a public key cryptosystem based on authentication by a trusted authonty will
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only be secure if each of the elements of the system obtains a true copy of the public key of the trusted

authority. In the present invention, the public key of the MKS 100 is distributed to the elements of the

system in a very reliable manner, as described immediately below.

In the preferred embodiment each of the units in the subscriber television system, except possibly

5 the MKS 100, will contain a secure circuit that performs cryptographic functions of the present invention.

The secure circuit will be resistant to tampering and eavesdropping by a pirate. Preferably, the secure circuit

will take the form of an integrated circuit component, referred to as a secure chip (SC) 140, as shown in
*

Figure 1. Each of these secure chips 140 in the different units of the system may be identical to one

another, or they may contain different software routines to perform the different functions required by the

10 different units in the system, or they may have different hardware configurations. Nevertheless, each of the

secure chips 140 in the system will contain at least one common feature; namely, the public key of the MKS

100 will be programmed into read-only memory (ROM) on the secure chip 140 to provide permanent storage

of this key. This step is performed at a process block 204 of Figure 2. Thus, the mask that is used to

manufacture the secure chips 140 will contain the public key of the MKS 100. Because the ROM cannot

15 be changed after an integrated circuit component is manufactured, any secure chip 140 manufactured using

a mask containing the public key of the MKS 100 will have reliable access to the public key of the MKS

100 for the life of the secure chip 140.

At this point, the system comprises an MKS 100 and a number of secure chips 140. Next, at a

process block 206, the MKS 100 personalizes a secure chip 140 for the personalization station 106, the

20 MKS personalization station 104, or the MKS registration station 102. The process block 206 will be

executed once for the MKS-RS 102, once for the MKS-PS 104, and once for each personalization station

106 in the system. The personalization process achieves three main objectives. First, it provides the secure

chip 140 with a public/private signature key pair, without allowing any other element to have access to the

private signature key of the secure chip 140. In fact, after the personalization process is completed, even

25 the unit performing the personalization does not have access to the private signature key of the secure chip

140.* Second, the personalization process provides the secure chip 140 with a chain of authentication

certificates so that the secure chip 140 can prove to other elements that it has been directly or indirectly

personalized by the MKS 100. These other elements can verify the authentication of the secure chip 140

even if they only possess the public signature key of the MKS. 100. The third main objective achieved by

30 the personalization process is to ensure that the process is performed only by an authenticated and authorized \

source. The process for the personalization of the secure chips 140 of the PS 106, the MKS-PS 104 and

the MKS-RS 102 by the MKS 100 will be described in greater detail below, with reference to Figure 3.

After a secure chip 140 has been personalized, it can be incorporated into one of the communication

units of the system. After a secure chip 140 has been incorporated into the PS 106, the MKS-RS 102 and
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the MKS-PS 104, then each of these mats, along with the MKS 100, can begin performing its intended

functions, including communicating with one another over the communication line 119 and the local MKS

communication lines.

At a process block 208, the pEfSfmalizatfen station 106 personalizes the sectire chips 140 for the

5 channels 142 of the head end 1 14 and the decoder 1 16. 1 1 8. The process block 208 wiB be executed once

for each channel of each head end 1 14 in the system and once for each decoder 1 16, 1 18 in the system.

The process for the personalization of the secure chips 140 by the personalization station 106 is similar to

the personalization of tha secure chips 140 by the MKS 100, except that the personalization station 106

also provides the secure chip 140 with a pvbHc/prhrate encryption key pair, designated the rekey key pair.

10 After the personalization process is completed, the personalization station 106 no longer has access to either

the private signature key or the private rekey key of the secure chip 140.

At a process block 210, the MKS personalization station 104 personalizes the secure chips 140 for

the ECS 108, the ECS-RS 110 and the Ut 112. The process block 210 will be executed once for eacMCS

108, once for each ECS-RS 1 10 and once for each UL 1 12 in the system. This personalization process Is

15 very similar to the personalization of the secure chips 140 by the personalization station 106. Both ofabese

personalization processes are described In greater detail below with reference to Figure 5. *

After every secure chip 140 has been personalized, each secure chip 140 will be incorporated into

an appropriate communication unit. At this point the MKS 100, the MKS-RS 102, the MKS-PS 10jfcand

every PS 106 in the system will have its own public/private signature key pair. In addition, every ECSS108,

20 every ECS-RS 110. every UL 112, every channel 142 of every HE 114. and every decoder box 116, It* will

have its own public/private signature key pair and pubic/private rekey key pair. In addition, *very

communication element, except the MKS 100, has a chain or hierarchy of authentication certificates finking

it back to the MKS 100.

For example, a cable decoder box 1 16 will have a hierarchy ef authentication certificates consisting

25 of two levels. The first or highest level certificate win be a PS authentication certificate created by the

MKS 100 for the PS 106 that personalized the cable decoder box 116. The creator ef an autherrtication

certificate will be referred to as the -authority- of the certificate, white the secure chip 140 beam

authenticated will be referred to as the "subject" ef the certificate. Also, the unit containing the secure chip

140 may also be referred to as the subject. This certificate wBI indicate that the MKS 100 has recognized

30 the public key of the PS 106, and that the MKS 100 has authorized the PS 106 to personalize other secure

chips 140. The fast or lowest level certificate wffl be a SC authentication certificate for the cable decoder

box 116. This certificate wiO indicate that the PS 108 recognized thB public signature key of the cable

decoder box 116, and that the cable decoder box 116 is authorized to operate as a cable decoder box 116.

Thus, the PS 106 is the authority with respect to this second certificate, while the cable decoder box 1 16
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is the subject. The combination of these two authentication certificates provides indirect authentication of

the cable decoder box 116 by the MKS 100.

After a secure chip 140 has been incorporated into the ECS 108 and the ECS-RS 110, then these

two units can begin to communicate with one another over the local ECS communication line. However, all

5 remaining communication finks will remain inoperable until appropriate units are registered. . First, at a process

block 212, the MKS-RS 102 registers the ECS-RS 110, the ECS 108 and the UL 112. The process block

212 will be executed at least once for each of these units in the system. This registration is performed on

behalf of the MKS 100.

The registration process comprises three main functions. First, the unit performing the registration

10 authenticates the unit to be registered by checking its chain of authentication certificates linking it to the

MKS 100. Second, the unit to be registered authenticates the unit performing the registration by checking

its chain of authentication certificates linking it to the MKS 100. Third, the unit performing the registration

generates a random private encryption key and privately sends it to the unit to be registered and to the unit

for which the registration is being performed. The unit performing the registration then destroys all copies

15 of the private key that it has retained, so that the other two units can establish a secure communication

link using the private key. The format of this private encryption key, and the algorithm used to generate

the key will depend on the particular implementation of the entire system. For example, for a system utilizing

the descrambler system disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 4,634,808, issued to Moerder, the private encryption

key will comprise the unit seeds described in that patent. The registration of the ECS-RS 110, the ECS 108

20 and the UL 1 12 by the MKS-RS 102 will be described in greater detail below with reference to Figure 7A.

The registration process also serves to identify the newly registered unit to the MKS 100 so that

the MKS 100 can begin transmitting appropriate messages and information. This identification upon

registration allows a system to be implemented without predefining the number and location of each type

of unit in the system. This adds great flexibility to the implementation of a system of .the present invention.

25 In addition, this aspect allows the configuration of the system to be expanded or modified while the system

is operating. The same rationale applies to registration of HE channels 142 and decoder boxes 116, 118.

At this point in the present invention, the ECS 108. for example, is unaware of any HE channels 142 or

decoder boxes 116, 118, and has no knowledge as to the ultimate number or configuration of these units.

As each HE channel 142 and each decoder box 1 16, 1 18 is registered, then the ECS 108 begins transmitting

30 appropriate messages and information to the newly registered units.

At a process block 214, the ECS-RS 110 registers the UL 112 and a channel 142 of the head end

114. The process block 214 will be executed one time for each UL 1 12 in the system and for each channel

142 in each head end 114 of the system. In this registration process, the ECS-RS 110 will generate and
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send a private encryption key to the unit to be registered. This registration process will be described in

greater detail betow with reference to Rgore 7B.

At a process Wock 216, the ECS-RS 110 registers a decoder box 116, 118. The process block 216

will be executed once for each cable decoder box 116 and satellite decoder box 118 in the system. The

5 ECS-RS 110 will again generate and send a private encryption key to the unit to be registered. This

registration process wffl be described in greater detaB below with reference to Figure 7C.

At a block 218, the method of the present invention is complete, and a secure communication

network has been established between the different operational units of the subscriber television system.

More specifically, the ECS 108 now has a unique private encryption key and a unique public signature

10 verification key for each of the uplinks 112, each of the channels 142 of each of the head ends 114, and

each of the decoder boxes 1 1 6, 11 8, as weH as a single private signature key for use with all of these units.

The ECS 108 can row semi encryption/decryption information to the appropriate operational units by

encrypting the information in each of the operational units' respective private encryption keys. In addftion,

the ECS 108 can sign the information usmg its private signature key, as required, so that each e£~the

15 operational units can verify the source of the information by applying the corresponding public sigp§|ure

verification key. Finally, where appropriate, the ECS 108 can verify the source of a signed message by

applying the public signature verification key that corresponds to a private signature key of the unil^hat

appears to have sent the message. A would-be pirate will now have a very difficult time breaking* the

encryption network to obtain the information necessary to unscramble the video signals. /

20 Even if a pirate manages to break the secure environment, for example, by obtaining one o£the

private encryption keys, a secure communication network can generally be re-established by re registering

some or all of the operational units of the system. The re-registration of the operational units can be

performed in the same manner as described and illustrated with reference to Figures 7A, 78 and 7C. Thus,

the re-registration of the operational units can be performed remotely.

25 This re-registration process is a mafor advantage of the present invention over the subscriber

television systems of the prior art. TypicaBy, when a subscriber television system has been compromised,

a large number of decoder boxes must be replaced, costing the service provider large sums of money.

Alternatively, the decoder boxes may contain a replaceable security cartridge that can be replaced in a

number of the decoder boxes to re-establish a secure communication network. The process of remotely re-

30 registering the operational units upon a compromise of the secure network greatly simplifies the process and

reduces the cost of re-estabtishmg a secure network. In the subscriber television system incorporating the

present invention, there is no need to modify the hardware of the system, or even to move any of the

hardware unto of the system, to re-estabfish the secure network. The number of units that must be re-

registered to re-estabfish a secure network wffl depend cm the particular compromise that is involved and
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must be determined on a case-by-case basis. For example, if a private encryption key of a particular cable

decoder box 116 is obtained by a pirate, then only that particular cable decoder box 116 must be re-

registered. The ECS 108 can transmit a message to the cable decoder box 116 to indicate that the cable

decoder box 116 must be re-registered. At that point, the re-registration process of the cable decoder box

5 116 will proceed as described below with reference to figure 7C. A re-registration process may also be

performed to compensate for some forms of cryptographic weakness in other areas of the secure

communications system in which the present invention is incorporated. For example, in a subscriber television

system, if a video stream cipher technique is utilized that is vulnerable to pirate attacks, then re-registration,

followed by dissemination of new cipher keys, can be used to ensure a secure communication network.

10 Also, if a private signature key or a private encryption key of a secure chip 140 is compromised,

then that particular secure chip 140 can be replaced by a new secure chip 140. The new secure chip 140

should be personalized according to a personalization process, as described below with reference to either

Figure 3 or Figure 5. Then the new secure chip 140 can be incorporated into the same element from which

the old secure chip 140 was removed. The element receiving the new secure chip 140 must then be

15 registered according to one of the processes described below with reference to Figures 7A, 7B and 7C.

Depending on the element that has been compromised, other elements in the system may also need to be

re-registered. For example, if the ECS 108 has been compromised, then each of the other operational units

associated with that ECS 108 should also typically be re-registered because all of the private encryption and

signature keys associated with that particular ECS 108 will typically not be trusted.

20 In the preferred embodiment of the present invention, the re-registration process described above will

also be periodically executed for each of the operational units in the system to further safeguard the security

of the communication network.

Figure 3 illustrates the process for an MKS 100 to personalize a secure chip 140 of a PS 106, an

MKS-PS 104 or an MKS-RS 102, as represented by the process block 206 in Figure 2. At a block 300 of

25 Figure 3, the personalization of a secure chip 140 begins. At a process block 302, the MKS 100 generates

a puBlicfprivate signature key pair for the secure chip 140 that will be personalized. This step is the same

as the process described above with reference to the process block 202 of Figure 2.

At a process block 304, the MKS 100 creates an authentication certificate for the secure chip 140.

The purpose of the authentication certificate is to indicate that the MKS 100 recognizes the public signature

30 key of the secure chip 140 and to indicate that the unit containing the secure chip 140 is authorized to

perform the functions specified in the certificate. For example, a secure chip 140 for a PS 106 will be

authorized to personalize other secure chips 140. The process for creating an authentication certificate for

the secure chip 140 wiH be described in greater deta9 below with reference to Figure 4A. Appendix A1

contains a table indicating the general formats of the authentication certificate for a PS 106, an MKS-PS
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104 or an MK8-RS 102 of the preferred embodiment Appendices A2A7 contain tables indicating the general

formats of other certificates and messages of the preferred embodiment. The format of each of the

certificates and messages represented by Appendices A1-A7 can vary widely in different implementations of

the present invention. For the preferred embodiment, each of these certificates and messages will comprise

5 a number of field types and sub-frefd types. The authentication certificate of Appendix A1 further comprises

a certificate header, an authorization block, a public signature key and a signature block. The certificate

header further comprises a certificate ID, an issuer 10, an issuer certificate ID, an effective date and an

expiration date. Appendix A8 contains a list of definitions of the field types of Appendices A1-A7.

At a process block 306, the MKS 100 creates an initialization message for the secure chip 140,

0 which wffl contain the private signature key for the secure chip 140. The process of creating this message

will be described in greater detail below with reference to figure 4A. Appendix A2 contains a table indicating

the general format of the initialization message for a PS 108, an MKS-PS 104 or an MKS-RS 102 of the

preferred embodiment.

At a process Mock 308, the MKS 100 sends the authentication certificate created in the process

15 block 304 and the initialization message created in the process block 308 to the secure chip HO.asJhis

transfer must be done in a secure environment because the initialization message contains the private

signature key for the secure chip 140. If an outsider intercepts this message, then the outsider may bfeable

to impersonate the secure chip 140 by signing messages with the private signature key of the secur%chip

140. Preferably, the MKS 100 will be in a very secure environment. For example, depending on the t&reat

20 of piracy, the MKS 100 may be contained in a high security vault, with armed guards. Preferably, the ^cure

chip 140 will be taken into direct contact with the MKS 100, within the secure environment, for the

personalization process. One of skill in the art wHI know of numerous methods for ensuring the secure

communication of these messages.

At a process Mock 310, the secure chip 140 checks the authentication certificate obtained from the

25 MKS 100 by applying the MKS public signature key obtained from the ROM of the secure chip 140. The

process for checking the authentication certificate wOl be described hi greater detail below with reference

to Figure 4B.

At a decision Mock 311, the secure chip 140 determines whether the check of the authentication

certificate performed at the process block 310 was successful, or whether it returned with an error

30 condition, if the check of the authentication certificate was not successful, then the secure chip 140 will

advance to a process block 315. At this point, the secure chip 140 wffl abandon the personalization process

and return to the block 300 to restart the personalization process, if the check of the authentication

certificate was successful, then the secure chip 140 will advance to a process Mock 312.
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At the process block 312, the secure chip 140 checks the initialization message received from the

MKS 100. Again, the secure chip 140 will apply the public signature key of the MKS 100, obtained from

the ROM of the secure chip 140. The process for checking the initialization message will also be described

in greater detail below with reference to Figure 4B.

5 At a decision block 313, the secure chip 140 determines whether the check of the initialization

message performed at the process block 312 was successful, or whether it returned with an error condition.

If the check of the initialization message was not successful, then the secure chip 140 will advance to the

process block 315 and abandon the personalization process. If the check of the initialization message was

successful, then the secure chip 140 will advance to a process block 314.

10 At the process block 314, the secure chip 140 stores the authentication certificate and the

initialization message obtained from the MKS 100. The secure chip 140 will carefully guard the contents

of the initialization message, because it is essential that no outsider obtain the private signature key

contained in that message.

At a process block 316, the secure chip 140 notifies the MKS 100 that the authentication

15 certificate and the initialization message have been accepted by the secure chip 140, and that the

personalization of the secure chip 140 has been completed. At a process block 318, the secure chip 140

will perform a lock routine so that the secure chip 140 will not accept any further attempts at

personalization. This lock routine will ensure that the secure chip 140 never runs the personalization routine

again, and ensures that the memory locations containing the authentication certificate and the initialization

20 message can never again be modified. This lock routine will prevent would-be pirates from tampering with

the stored messages, and, especially, the private signature key of the secure chip 140.

At a process block 320, the MKS 100 deletes any copy of the private signature key of the secure

chip 140 that it may have retained after transmitting the initialization message to the secure chip 140. At

this point, the secure chip 140 will be the only element with knowledge of its private signature key. At a

25 block 322, the personalization of the secure chip 140 is complete.

* Figure 4A illustrates the process for creating an authentication certificate and the process for

creating an initialization message for a secure chip 140 of a PS 106, an MKS-PS 104 or an MKS-RS 102.

These processes are represented by the process blocks 304 and 306, respectively, in Figure 3. At a block

400, the MKS 100 will begin to create the authentication certificate for the secure chip 140. At a process

30 block 402, the MKS 100 will create the structure of the authentication certificate. At a process block 404,

the MKS 100 wiU add the secure chip 140 public signature key that was generated in the process block 302

of Figure 3. At a process block 412, the MKS 100 will add a data value to the message to indicate the

authority that wffl be granted to the secure chip 140. A secure chip 140 for a PS 106 or an MKS-PS 104
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will be granted the authority to personalize other secure chips 140. A secure chip 140 for the MKS-RS 102

will be granted the authority to register an ECS-RS 110, an ECS 108 and a UL 112.

At a process block 414, the MKS 100 will add a first date to the message to indicate the date on

Which the authentication certificate wffl become effective and a second date to indicate the date on which

5 the authentication certificate will expire. As described in greater detail below, these dates specify a window

in which the units receiving the secure chips 140 win be authorized to perform their functions. This is yet

another safeguard to defeat pirates. For example, even if a pirate manages to obtain a PS 106, and can

also obtain some secure chips 140, the pirate will only be able to personalize those secure chips 140 that

have a manufacturing date code that falls between the effective date and the expiration date of the

10 authentication certificate of the PS 108.

At a process block 416, the MKS 100 wiH sign the message using its private signature key and the

OSS. After the MKS has signed the message, the message becomes the authentication certificate for the

secure chip 140. At a block 418, the creation of the authentication certificate is complete.

At a block 406, the MKS 100 will begin the creation of the mroafiration message for the secure

15 chip 140. At a process Wock 408, the MKS 100 wHI create the structure for the mitiaiization message.

At a process Wock 410, the MKS 100 will add the secure chip private signature key that was gemmated

at the process block 302 of Figure 3. ^

At the process block 412, the MKS 100 will add a PS load command into the message. A£$the

process block 414, the MKS 100 will add an effective date and an expiration date for the initiaBstion

20 message. At the process Wock 416. the MKS 100 will sign the initialization message using its own private

signature key and the DSS. At the process Wock 418, the creation of the initialization message is complete.

Figure 4B illustrates the process for the secure chip 140 to check the authentication certificate

obtained from the MKS 100, as represented by the process block 310 in Figure 3, and the process for the

secure chip 140 to check the initialization message obtained from the MKS 100, as represented in the

25 process block 312 of Figure 3.

"
At a block 460, the process for checking the authentication certificate begins. At a process Wock

462, the secure chip 140 performs the signature verification algorithm of the DSS on the signature Wock

of the authentication certificate using the public signature key of the MKS 100 to determine whether the

authentication certificate was signed by the MKS 100. At a decision block 464, the secure chip 140

30 determines whether the signature verification was successful. If the verification was successful then the

secure chip 140 win advance to a process Week 466. If the verification was unsuccessful, then the secure

chip 140 will advance to a block 476. At the Wock 478, the secure chip 140 wiH return from the process

of Figure 4B with an error condition, because the element attemptin§ to personalize the secure chip 140 is

not the MKS 100. From the Wock 476, the secure chip 140 wiO return to the process of Figure 3.
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If the signature verification is successful, and the secure chip 140 advances to the process block

466, the secure chip 140 will then check the content of the authorization data value contained in the

authentication certificate. This data value will indicate whether the MKS 100 has authorized the secure chip

140 to perform its designated function of either personalizing other secure chips 140 or registering other

elements of the communication system. At a process block 468, if the secure chip 140 determines that it

is not authorized to perform its designated function, then the secure chip 140 will advance to the block 476.

At this point, the secure chip 140 will return from the process of Figure 4B with an error condition, because

of the failure of the MKS 100 to authorize the secure chip 140 to perform its function. Again, the secure

chip 140 will return to the process of Figure 3.

If the secure chip 140 determines that the MKS 100 has authorized the secure chip 140 to perform

its function, then the secure chip 140 will advance to a process block 470. At the process block 470, the

secure chip 140 will compare the effective date and the expiration date obtained from the authentication

certificate against the manufacturing date code contained in the ROM of the secure chip 140. At a decision

block 472, the secure chip 140 determines whether the authentication certificate is fresh. A certificate or

message is fresh if its manufacturing date code falls between the effective date and the expiration date of

the certificate or the message.

If the secure chip 140 determines that the authentication certificate is not fresh, then the secure

chip 140 will advance to the block 476. At this point, the secure chip 140 will return from the process of

Figure 4B with an error condition, because the authentication certificate is invalid. The effective period of

the certificate should at least cover the date code of the secure chip 140. Again, the secure chip 140 will

return to the process of Figure 3. If the secure chip 140 determines that the authentication certificate is

fresh, then the secure chip 140 will advance to a block 474. At this point, the process of checking the

authentication certificate has been completed, and the authentication certificate has passed the test. The

secure chip 140 will return to the process of Figure 3 with no error condition.

At a block 478, the process for checking the initialization message begins. This process is generally

similar-to the process for checking the authentication process, except as indicated below. At a process block

480, the secure chip 140 verifies that the initialization message was signed by the MKS 100 by applying

the MKS public signature key, contained in the ROM of the secure chip 140, and the DSS. At a decision

block 482, the secure chip 140 determines whether the verification was successful. If the verification was

not successful, then the secure chip 140 will advance to the block 476 and return to the process of Figure

3 with an error condition. If the secure chip 140 determines that the verification was successful, then the

secure chip 140 will advance to a process block 484.

At the process block 484, the secure chip 140 will check the content of the authorization data value

in the initialization message. At a decision block 486, the secure chip 140 will determine whether the
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authornation data value contains a load command. If there "is no load command, then the secure chip 140

will advance to the block 476 and return to the process of Figure 3 vrtth an error condition. If there is a

load command, then the secure chip 140 will advance to a process block 488.

At the process block 488. the secure chip 140 wHI compare the effective date and the expiration

5 date stored hi the initialization message against the manufacturing date code of the secure chip 140. At a

decision block 490, the secure chip 140 will determine whether the initialization message is fresh. If the

message is not fresh, then the secure chip 140 will advance to the Mock 476 and return to the process of

Figore 3 with an error condition. If the secure chip 140 determines that the message is fresh, then the

secure chip 140 wHI advance to the block 492. At this point, the secure chip 140 will return to Figure 3,

10 and the process of checking the inrtiafization message will have been have successfully completed.

Figure 5 illustrates the process of personalizing a secure chip for a channel 140 of an HE 114 or

for a decoder 1 16, 118 by a PS 106, as represented by the process Mock 208 of Figure 2, and the process

of personalizing a secure chip 140 for an ECS 108, an ECS-RS 110 or a UL 1 12 by the NIKS-PS 104, as

represented by the process block 210 of Figure 2. These processes are generally similar to the process of

15 personalizing a secure chip 140 by the NIKS 100, as described above with reference to Figure 3, except as

indicated below. Both of these processes begin at a block 500. As a matter of convenience, both the PS

106 and the MKS-PS 104 wHI be referred to as a "personalizing unit" for the description of the present

personalization process. At a process block 502, the personalizing unit win generate a public/private signature

key pair for the secure chip 140. The personalizing unit will also generate a public/private encryption key

20 pair, designated the rekey key pair. The rekey key pair may be generated under any reliable public key

encryption method. For example, the preferred embodiment will utilize the RSA encryption method.

At a process brock 504, the personalizing unit will create an authentication certificate for the secure

chip 140. This secure chip authentication certificate will be similar in structure and content to the secure

chip authentication certificate created by the NIKS 100 in the process block 304 of Figure 3. However, the

25 present secure chip authentication certificate will also contain the public rekey key of the secure chip 140.

The process for creating the atithentication certificate wiB be described m greater detail below with reference

to Figure 6A. Appendix A3 contains a table Indicating the general format of the authentication certificate

for an HE 114, a decoder 116, 118. an EC8-RS 110 or a Ul 112 of the preferred embodiment.

At a process Mock 508, the personalizing unit creates a secure chip initialization message. Again,

30 the present secure chip initialization message is similar in structure and content to the secure chip

initia&ation message created by the MKS 106 in the process block 308 of Figure 3. However, again, the

present secure chip initialization message wiB also contain the private rekey key for the secure chip 140.

The process for creating the initialization message will be described m greater detail below with reference
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to Figure 6A. Appendix A4 contains a table indicating the genera! format of the initialization message for

an HE 114, a decoder 116, 118, an ECS-RS 110 or a UL 112 of the preferred embodiment.

At a process block 508, the personalizing unit sends the authentication certificate of the

personalizing unit, as well as the authentication certificate and the initialization message of the secure chip

5 140, to the secure chip 140. The authentication certificate of the personalizing unit was provided from the

MKS 100 to the personalizing unit during the personalization of the personalizing unit in the process block

206 of Figure 2. The authentication certificate and the initialization message of the secure chip 140 were

created in the process blocks 504 and 506, respectively. The transfer of the initialization message from the

personalizing unit to the secure chip 140 must be done in a completely secure environment. Again, if an

10 outsider obtains this message, then the outsider can impersonate the secure chip 140 to eavesdrop on

communications that are intended to be private and to sign messages pretending to be the secure chip 140.

At a process block 510, the secure chip 140 checks the authentication certificate of the

personalizing unit, obtained in the process block 508. This process generally comprises two steps. First,

the secure chip 140 will apply the MKS public signature key to the authentication certificate to ensure that

15 the certificate was generated by the MKS 100. Second, the secure chip 140 will verify that the

personalizing unit was authorized by the MKS 100 to personalize additional secure chips 140. The process

of checking the authentication certificate of the personalizing unit will be described in greater detail below

with reference to Figure 6B.

At a decision block 511, the secure chip 140 determines whether the process of checking the

20 authentication certificate of the personalizing unit performed at the process block 510 was successful, or

whether it returned with an error condition. If the process returned with an error condition, then the secure

chip 140 will advance to a process block 517 and abandon the personalization process. At the process block

517, the secure chip 140 will return to the block 500 to restart the personalization process. If the process

of checking the authentication certificate of the personalizing unit was successful, then the secure chip 140

25 will advance to a process block 512.

At the process block 512, the secure chip 140 checks the authentication certificate of the secure

chip 140, also obtained in the process block 508. Here, the secure chip 140 will apply the public signature

key of the personalizing unit to verify that the secure chip authentication certificate was signed by the

personalizing unit The secure chip 140 obtains the public signature key of the personalizing unit from the

30 authentication certificate of the personalizing unit. The process of checking the secure chip authentication

certificate will be described in greater detail below with reference to Figure 6B.

At a decision block 513, the secure chip 140 determines whether the process of checking the secure

chip authentication certificate performed in the process block 512 was successful, or whether it returned

with an error condition. If the process returned with an error condition, then the secure chip 140 will
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advance to the process Mock 517 and abandon the personafization process. If the process of checking the

secure chip authentication certificate was successful, then the secure chip 140 will advance to a process

block 514.

At the process block 514, the secure chip 140 checks the initialization message of the secure chip

5 140, also obtained in the process block 508. Again, the secure chip 140 wffl verify that the initialization

message was signed by the personalizing unit The process of checking the initialization message will be

described in greater detail below with reference to Figure 6B. The secure chip 140 wiB ensure that the

private signature and re-key keys in the initialization message are kept private.

At a decision block 515, the secure chip 140 wiH determine whether the process of checking the

10 initialization message performed at the process block 514 was successful or whether it returned with an

error condition. If the process returned with an error condition, then the secure chip 140 will advance to

the process block 517 and abandon the personalization. If the process of checking the initialization message

was successful, then the secure chip 140 will advance to a process block 516. %

At the process Mock 516, the secure chip 140 stores the authentication certificate of* the

15 personalizing unit, as well as the authentication certificate and initialization message of the secure chip^J4Q.

At a process block 518, the secure chip 140 notifies the personalizing unit that the authentication certifSates

and the initialization message have been received and verified, and that the personalization of the securegAip

140 has been completed.

At a process block 520, the secure chip 140 runs a lock routine that is similar to the lock routine

20 that is described above with reference to the process block 318 of Figure 3. This lock routine prevents

outsiders from attempting to re-personalize a secure chip 140 or modify the contents of the memory that

contains die authentication certificates and the inttiattration message. At a process block 522^ the

personalizing unit destroys any copy of the secure chip private signature and re4cey keys that tho

personalizing unit has retained. At this point only the secure chip 140 wiH have knowledge of the private

25 signature aid re-key keys of the secure chip 140. At a block 524, the personalization of the secure chip

140 is complete.

Figure 6A illustrates the process for creating a secure chip authentication certificate, as represented

by the process block 504 in Figure 5, and the process for creating a secure chip initia&ation message, as

represented by the process Week 506 in Figure 5. These processes are generally similar to the processes

30 described above with reference to Figure 4A, except as indicated. The process for creating the authentication

certificate begins at a Hock 600. At a process block 602, the personafizmg unit creates the structure for

the certificate.

Referring again to Figure 6A, at a process Mock 604, the personalizing unit adds the secure chip

public signature and re-key keys that were generated in the process block 502 of Figure 5 to the certificate.
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At a process block 612, the personalizing unit adds an authorization data value to the certificate to indicate

the function that the secure chip 140 is authorized to perform. The possible functions include the functions

of a, channel 142 of a head end 114, a cable decoder box 116, a satellite decoder box 118, an ECS 108,

an ECS-RS 110 or a UL 112.

5 At a process block 614, the personalizing unit will add a first date to the certificate to indicate the

date on which the certificate will become effective and a second date to indicate the date on which the

certificate will expire. At a process block 616, the personalizing unit wiB sign the certificate using the

personalizing unit's private signature key and the DSS algorithm. At this point, the certificate will become

the authentication certificate of the secure chip 140. After signing the certificate, the personalizing unit will

10 advance to a block 618 to complete the process and return to Figure 5.

The process for creating an initialization message begins at a block 606. At a process block 608,

the personalizing unit creates the structure for the message.

Returning to Figure 6A, at a process block 610, the personalizing unit will add the private signature

and re-key keys of the secure chip 140 to the message. The private signature and re-key keys were

15 generated in the process block 502 of Figure 5.

At the process block 612, the personalizing unit will add a PS load command to the message. At

the process block 614, the personalizing unit will add a first date to the message indicating the date on

which the message will become effective and a second date indicating the date on which the message will

expire.

20 At the process block 616, the personalizing unit will sign the message using the personalizing unit's

private key and the DSS. At this point, the message will become the initialization message of the secure

chip 140. Next, the personalizing unit will advance to the block 618 to complete the creation of the

initialization message and return to Figure 5.

Figure 6B illustrates the processes for a secure chip 140 to check the authentication certificate of

25 the personalizing unit, the authentication certificate of the secure chip 140, and the initialization message

of the secure chip 140. These processes are generally similar to the processes described above with

reference to Figure 4B, except as indicated. The process for checking the authentication certificate of the

personalizing unit, as represented by the process block 510 in Figure 5, begins at a block 660. At a process

block 662, the secure chip 140 applies the public signature key of the MKS 100 and the DSS to determine

30 whether the authentication certificate of the personalizing unit was signed by the MKS 100.

At a decision block 664, the secure chip 140 will determine whether the signature verification was

successful. If the verification was not successful, then the secure chip 140 will advance to a block 676.

At this point the secure chip 140 will return to the process of Figure 5 with an error condition.
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tf the secure chip 140 determines that the signature verification was successful, then the secure

chip 140 will advance to a process block 666. At this point, the secure chip 140 will check the content

of the 'authorization data value in the authentication certificate. At a decision Week 668, the secure chip

140 will determine whether the personalizing unit was authorized to personalize additional secure chips 140.

5 If the personalizing unit was not authorized to personalize additional secure chips 140, then the secure chip

140 will advance to the bloek 676 and return to the process of Figure 5 with an error condition.

If the secure chip 140 determines that the personalizing unit was authorized to personafize additional

secure chips 140, then the secure chip 140 will advance to a process block 670. At the process block 670,

the secure chip 140 will obtain the effective date and the expiration date of the authentication certificate,

10 and compare these dates against the manufacturing date code of the secure chip 140. At a decision block

672, the secure chip 140 wiB determine whether the authentication certificate is fresh. If the certificate

is not fresh, then the secure chip 140 wffl advance to the block 676 and return to the process of Figure 5

with an error condition.

As described above, providing effective and expiration dates for the authentication certificates helps

1 5 to defeat pirate attempts. A secure chip 140 wM not accept personalization by a personalizing unit that has

provided an authentication certificate for which the effective and expiration dates do not coincide wrttethe

secure chip 140's manufacturing date code. Thus, each authentication certificate wffl only be validifor a

limited number of manufacturing date codes. As a result, a pirate that has managed to steal a personating

unit wiH only be able to personalize a limited number of secure chips 140. To minimize the number of secure

20 chips 140 that a pirate can personalize under thesB circumstances, the effective period for an authentication

certificate should be relatively short. Consequently, a personalizing unit will typfcaBy be used for a 'time

period that extends beyond the period of validity of the original authentication certificate. For this reason,

the present invention provides a capability for the MKS 100 to communicate subsequent authentication

certificates to the personalizing units of the system. Figure 1 illustrates a communication line 119 over

25 which_the MKS 100 can transmit authentication certificates for the PS 106.

To provide additional safeguards, the personalization routine of the secure chip 140 should be

performed by a programmable processing unit within the secure chip 140 by executing a program contained

in ROM, where the ROM is also located on the secure chip 140. This wffl prevent a pirate from modifying

the personalization routine of a secure chip 140 to avoid verifying the authentication certificate of the

30 personaTning unit.

Returning to the decision Week 672 of FI6. BB, if the authentication certificate is fresh, then the

secure chip 140 will advance to a block 674. At this point, the process of checking the authentication

certificate of the personalizing unit wffl be successfully completed, and the secure chip 140 will return

execution to Figure 5.
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The process for checking the authentication certificate of the secure chip 140, as represented by

the process block 512 of Figure 5, begins at a block 678. At a process block 680, the secure chip 140 will

apply the public signature key of the personalizing unit and the DSS to verify whether the authentication

certificate was signed by the personalizing unit. As described above, the public signature key of the

5 personalizing unit is obtained from the authentication certificate of the personalizing unit

At the decision block 664, the secure chip 140 wit) determine whether the signature verification was

successful. If the verification was not successful then the secure chip 140 will advance to the block 676

and return to the process of Figure 5 with an error condition.

If the verification was successful then the secure chip 140 will advance to the process block 666.

10 At this point, the secure chip 140 will check the content of the authorization data value in the authentication

certificate of the secure chip 140. At the decision block 668, the secure chip 140 will determine whether

it has been authorized to perform its designated function. If it has not been properly authorized, then the

secure chip 140 will advance to the block 676 and return to the process of Figure 5 with an error condition.

If the secure chip 140 determines that it was properly authorized, then the secure chip 140 will

15 advance to the process block 670. At this point, the secure chip 140 will compare the effective date and

the expiration date of the authentication certificate with the manufacturing date code of the secure chip 140.

At the decision block 672, the secure chip 140 will determine whether the authentication certificate

is fresh. If the certificate is not fresh, then the secure chip 140 will advance to the block 676 and return

to the process of Figure 5 with an error condition. If the certificate is fresh, then the secure chip 140 will

20 advance to the block 674. At this point, the process for checking the authentication certificate of the secure

chip 140 has been successfully completed and the secure chip 140 will return execution to Figure 5.

The process for checking the initialization message of the secure chip 140, as represented by the

process block 514 of Figure 5, begins at a block 682. At a process block 684, the secure chip 140 applies

the public signature key of the personalizing unit and the DSS to verify that the message was signed by the

25 personalizing unit.

At a decision block 686, the secure chip 140 determines whether the signature verification was

successful If the verification was not successful then the secure chip 140 will advance to the block 676

and return to the process of Figure 5 with an error condition.

If the signature verification was successful then the secure chip 140 will advance to a process

30 block 688. At this point, the secure chip 140 will check the content of the authorization data value of the

initialization message. At a decision block 690, the secure chip 140 will determine whether the message

contains a PS load command. If not, then the secure chip 140 advances to the block 676 and returns to

the process of Figure 5 with an error condition. Otherwise, the secure chip 140 advances to a process block

692.
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At the process block 692. the secure chip 140 compares the effective date and the expiration date

„, the motion message .gainst the manufacturing date code of the secure chip 140. At a decision block

694 tne secure chip 140 determines whether the message is fresh. If not. then the secure chip 140

advances to the Mock 676 and returns to the process of Figure 5 with an error condition. Otherwise, the

5 secure chip 140 advances to a Week 696. At this point, the process of checking the initialization message

has been successfully completed and the secure chip 140 will return execution to figure 5.

Rpre 7A illustrates the process performed by the MKS-RS 102 to register the ECS-RS 110. the

ECS 108 or the UL 112. This process is represented by the process block 212 in Figure 2. The process

begins at a block 700.
.

l0 At . pra«ss block 702. ft. MKS-RS 102 *»ds . tor." mas*,* ™ »™non«»«on «"«

,20 and ,22. shown in Fkjor. 1. «• *» ECS-RS „0, ft. ECS ,08 Of tho UL „2. Append* A5 contains

M 704. ,1- ECS-RS ,10, tho ECS ,00 or the UL 112 will send a ration request*, ft.

MKMS102.™c.n^i»li™^ ApP«*. «

,5 contains a tab., nutee*, the *m* torn,* f th.^a^ * «•» !

*
ECS-RS 1,0 th. ECS 108 or the UL 112 wifl sign the -too** tar." rrassaaa using its own ,

s*n«ura ke,. This s*ned cop, ft. har." ™ssa,a wi. form a per. tf ft. kaM-

Th. w* ah. contain . aufta*ica.*n crtta. o. ft. and M a~™"
MM of *» *q— * '* "* *" ,e,llB!,°, """""" * f

20 ,08 or a UL 112. Each .1 *m «Hs c. »W b. parson.*- b» ft. MKS-PS ,04. s. th. re^on

^t w» con,* an auction - *• •»« <« «• -**—
c,^™. from ft. MKS-PS ,04,0 th, secure chip 140 th. mm** mMmm.P—*"«k

'""a! . pro«ss bbek 706. the MKS-RS 102 will chock th. aothmtiotion certificate of th. MKS-PS

25 104. and th. aothomh^n cattle of th. secw. chip ,40 c, the .eoaestor. Tha aaftontK,.™

pro** . ** M ***** «h* ft*, th. r^r to » «KS .00. 1. ft. f*m

*~m. ft. MKS-RS 102.MM* car***. .. ft. MKSPS

„KS 100. Mid that the MKS 100 ^ttarhed th. MKS-PS 104 ,. p-»n*.*»* -cure chars 140.

H. MKS-RS 102 w» *» »«if, «** «ha «*- <" *>—* 140 S7''2

30 the MKS-PS 104, and that the secure chip 140 is authorized to perform the appropriate ***>—. The MKS-RS 102 *,**, the +m* mm * *»
—

*

pr^ss ™nfe, that ft. rw~ h* . P*et.«• * ft* eerier* • *• pobbc s,n..ur.
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verification key that has been indirectly authenticated by the MKS 100. The process of checking the

authentication certificates will be described in greater detail below with reference to Figure 8.

At a decision block 707. the MKS-RS 102 determines whether the requestor has been authenticated

and authorized, based on the check of the authentication certificates and the signature verification performed

5 at the process block 706. If the requestor has not been authenticated and authorized, then the process will

advance to a process block 709. At this point, the MKS-RS 102 will abandon the registration process and

return to the block 700 to restart the registration process. On the other hand, if the requestor has been

authenticated and authorized, then the process will advance to a process block 708.

At the process block 708, the MKS-RS 102 generates a cryptographic data element. The data

10 element may comprise any information that can be used to establish a cryptographic link. For example, the

data element may comprise an index or seed, an identifier or serial number, a secret key or an encryption

key. In the preferred embodiment, the data element comprises an initial key package (IKP). Appendix A7
contains a table indicating the general format of the IKP of the preferred embodiment. For subscriber

television systems using systems for controlling access to television programs, the IKP will comprise

15 cryptographic information required by the particular access control system. In a preferred embodiment, the

IKP will be a CSKEY and an Entitlement Key that are double-length DES key pairs compatible with ANSI

X9.1 7-1985. Numerous other reliable private key encryption techniques can also be used. In fact, different

private key encryption techniques can be used simultaneously to establish different secure communication

links within the system. The registration station can indicate which technique (or techniques) will be used

20 when the IKP is transmitted to the requestor. This also allows the technique to be changed, even as to a

specific communication link, during a re-registration process. The IKP will preferably be unique to a

communication fink that will be established between the MKS 100 and the requestor, and it will not be given

to any other element.

At a process block 710, the MKS-RS 102 encrypts the IKP using the requestor's public rekey key.

25 The MKS-RS 102 obtains the requestor's public rekey key from the authentication certificate of the secure

chip 140. The certificate was contained in the registration request. Only the requestor has the

corresponding private rekey key.

At a process block 712. the MKS-RS 102 signs the IKP with its private signature key, and sends

the encrypted and signed IKP to the requestor along with the birth certificate of the MKS-RS 102. This

30 message is also transmitted across the communication line 120 or the communication line 122. Because the

IKP is encrypted in the requestor's rekey key and because the birth certificate does not have to remain

private, the communication lines 120 and 122 need not be private. Any pirate that may be eavesdropping

on these communication lines will not be able to obtain any valuable information. The birth certificate of

the MKS-RS 102 contains the authentication certificate of the secure chip 140 of the MKS-RS 102.
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Generally, a birth certificate will also contain the authentication certificate of the personalizing unit that

personalized the secure chip 140. However, the MKS-RS 102 was personafeed by the MKS 100. The MKS

100 does not have an authentication certificate because it is the trusted authority.

At a process block 718, the requestor sends an "OK" message to the MKS-RS 102 over the

5 communication line 120 or 122. This message indicates that the requestor has receivedihe IKP. After the

process block 718, the process of Figure 7A proceeds with a pair of step sequences that are performed in

parallel. A first sequence comprises a process block 714, a decision block 715 and a process block 716.

A second sequence comprises a process block 720 and a process block 722.

In the first sequence, at the process block 714, the requestor checks the authentication certificate

10 of the secure chip 140 of the MKS-RS 102 and verifies the signature of the IKP. The process of checking

the authentication certificate of the secure chip 140 of the MKS-RS 102 is similar to the process of checking

the authentication certificate of the secure chip 140 of the requestor in the process block 706. The present

process is described in greater detail below with reference to Figure 8.

At the decision bteck 715, tfie requestor determines whether the MKS-RS 102 has been

15 authenticated and authorized, based on the check of the atrthentication certificate and the signature

verification performed at the process block 714. If the MKS-RS 102 has not been authenticated* and

authorized, then the procedure of Figure 7A will advance to the process block 709 and the registration^ will

be abandoned. If the MKS-RS 102 has been authenticated and authorized, then the process of Figufe'7A

will advance to the process block 716. At the process block 716, the requestor applies its private^rekey

20 key to decrypt the message containing the IKP. The requestor then saves these keys for future

communications with the MKS 100. After the process Mock 716, the first sequence is complete.

In the second sequence, at the process block 720, the MKS-RS 102 sends an "ECS-RS/ECS/UTAdd"

message to the MKS 100. This message will contain the IKP that was sent to the requestor. This message

will also contain identifying information related to the requestor, so that the MKS 100 can begin to send

25 appropriate messages and information to the requestor. This message must be communicated in a secure

environment. However, the MKS-RS 102 is preferably located in the same location as the MKS 100. Thus,

the same security measures that are utilized to ensure the security of the MKS 100 can also be used to

ensure the security of the communication Hnk between the MKS 100 and the MKS-RS 102.

At the process block 722, the MKS-RS 102 wffl destroy any copies of the IKP that it has retained.

30 The MKS 100 can now use the IKP corresponding to the specific requester to establish a private

communication fink with the requestor. After the process block 722, the second sequence is complete. The

registration of the EC8-ftS 110, the ECS 108, or the UL 112 will end at a block 724, after completion of

both the first and the second sequences.
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Figure 7B illustrates the process performed by the ECSRS 110 to register a UL 112 or a channel

142 of a head end 114, as represented by the process block 214 of Figure 2. This process is generally

similar to the process of Figure 7A, except as indicated. The process begins at a block 730.

At a process block 732, the ECS RS 1 10 sends a "register here" message to the head end 1 14 over

5 the communication line 126 or to the UL 112 over the communication line 132. Upon receipt of this
'

message, the head end channel 142 or the UL 112, at a process block 734, sends a registration request to

the ECS RS 110, over the respective communication line 126, 132. The head end channel 142 or the UL

112 will sign the "register here" message using its own private signature key. This signed copy of the

"register here" message will form a part of the registration request. The registration request will also

10 contain the authentication certificate of the requestor and the authentication certificate of the personalization

station 106 or the MKS-PS 104 that personalized the secure chip 140 of the requestor. As described

above, the communication lines 126, 132 are preferably ordinary computer network lines. A message

transmitted over these computer network lines 126, 132 will include a message header that will contain the

computer network address corresponding to the head end channel 142 or the UL 112. This address will

15 identify the location of the head end channel 142 or the UL 1 12 to the ECS RS 110. The message may also

contain additional identification information.

At a process block 736, the ECS RS 110 checks the authentication certificates of the PS 106 or

MKS-PS 104 and the requestor. This process is generally similar to the process of checking authentication

certificates performed by the MKS-RS 102 in the process block 706-of FigureJA. This process is described

20 in greater detail below with reference to Figure 8. In addition, at the process block 736, the ECS RS 110

verifies the signed copy of the "register here" message using the public signature verification key of the

requestor, obtained from the requestor's authentication certificate. This process verifies that the requestor

has a private signature key that corresponds to the public signature verification key that has been indirectly

authenticated by the MKS 100.
.

•

25 At a decision block 737, the ECS RS 110 determines whether the requestor has been authenticated

and authorized, based on the check of the authentication certificates and the signature verification performed

at the process block 736. If the requestor has not been authenticated and authorized, then the process will

advance to a process block 739. At this point, the ECS RS 110 will abandon the registration process and

return to the block 730 to restart the registration process. If the requestor has been authenticated and

30 authorized, then the process will advance to a process block 738.

At the process block 738, the ECS-RS 110 generates a cryptographic data element. Again, the data

element may comprise any information that can be used to establish a cryptographic link. In the preferred

embodiment, the data element comprises an IKP. At a process block 740, the ECS-RS 110 encrypts the new
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tKP using the puWic rekey key of the requestor. Wis public key was obtained from the authentication

certificate of the requestor.

At a process block 742, the ECS-RS 110 sips the IKP using its private signature key, and sends

the encrypted IKP to the requestor over the communication fines 126, 132. The ECS-RS 110 also sends a

5 birth certificate to the requestor ovct the communication lines 126, 132. The birth certificate will contain

the authentication certificate of the ECS-RS 110 ami the authentication certificate of the MKS-PS 104. In

addition, the birth certificate will contain a message indicating that the secure chip 140 of the ECS-RS 110

will have the authority to operate as an ECS-RS 110. Again, this communication need not be made in a

secure environment because the only valuable information communicated, the IKP, is encrypted in the public

10 rekey key of the requestor.

At a process block 748, the requestor will send an "OK" message to the ECS-RS 110 over the

communication lines 126, 132. This message will indicate that the requestor has received the IKP. After

the process block 748, the process of Figure 7B proceeds with a pair of step sequences that are perfumed

in parallel. A first sequence comprises a process block 744, a decision block 745, and a process block 746.

15 A second sequence comprises a process block 750 and a process block 752.
*

In the first sequence, at the process block 744, the requestor checks the authentication certificate

of the ECS-RS 110 and the MKS-PS 104, and verifies the signature of the IKP. The requestor will verify

that the authentication certificate of the MKS-PS 104 was signed by the MKS 100 and that the MKSS100

granted authority to the MKS-PS 104 to personafce additional secure chips 140. Abo, the requesto^will

20 check the authentication certificate of the ECS-RS 110 to verify that the certificate was signed by the

appropriate MKS-PS 104 and that the ECS-RS 110 was granted the authority to function as a registration

station. This process is described in greater detail below with reference to Figure 8.

At the decision block 745, the requestor determines whether the ECS-RS 1 10 has been authenticated

and authorired, based on the check of the authentication certificates and the signature verification performed

25 at thcpjocess block 744. If the ECS-RS 1 10 has not been authenticated and authorized, then the procedure

of Figure 7B will advance to the process block 738 and the registration will be abandoned. If the ECS-RS

1 10 has been authenticated and authorized, then the process of Figure 7B will advance to a process Mock

746.

At the process block 746, the requestor appltes its own private rekey key to the encrypted IKP

30 received from the ECS-RS 1 10 and saves the resorting keys. The requester will not give these keys to any

other element. After the process block 746, the first sequence is complete.

In the second sequence, at the process block 7f0, the ECS-RS 110 sends a "bead end channel add"

or an "op fink add" message, along with the new RCP, to the ECS 108. This message wiH also contain

identifying information related to the head end channel 142 or the IA 112. This communication must be
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executed in a secure environment. Preferably, the ECSRS 110 and the ECS 108 are both located in the

same facility, and there are adequate precautions to ensure a secure environment. At the process block 752,

the ECS RS 110 will destroy any copies of the IKP that it has retained. At this point the ECS 108 and the

head channel 142 can establish a private communication link using the new IKP over the communication line

5 124, or the ECS 108 and the UL 112 can establish a private communication link using the new IKP over the

communication line 132. After the process block 752, the second sequence is complete. The registration

of the head end channel 142 or the UL 112 will end at a block 754, after completion of both the first and

the second sequences.

Figure 7C illustrates a process performed by the ECS RS 110 to register a decoder 116, 118, as

10 represented by the process block 216 in Figure 2. This process is generally similar to the process of Figure

7A, except as indicated. The process begins at a block 760.

At a process block 762, the ECS 108 sends a "register here" message to the head end 114 over

the communication line 124 and to the UL 112 over the communication line 132. This message will contain

a telephone number for the ECS RS 110 and information about the location of the head end 114 or UL 112

15 from which the message was received. At a process block 764, the head end 114 and the UL 112

repetitively send the "register here" message to the decoders 116, 118 over the communication lines 134,

128, 136, 138. In the preferred embodiment, a decoder 116, 118 that has not yet been registered cannot

understand any message or data that it receives, except for the "register here" message, because all other

information is encrypted, and the decoder 116, 118 does not yet have the necessary keys to decrypt any

20 of the information.

At a process block 766, the decoder 116, 118 establishes a telephone link with the ECS RS 110

over the communication line 130, 131 using the telephone number obtained from the "register here" message.

The decoder 116, 118 sends the ECS RS 110 a registration request. The decoder 116, 118 will sign the

"register here" message using its own private signature key. This signed copy of the "register here" message

25 will form a part of the registration request. The registration request will also contain the authentication

certificate of the decoder 116, 118 and the authentication certificate of the personalization station 106 that

personalized the decoder 1 16, 1 18. The registration request will also contain identification information about

the decoder 1 16, 1 18, such as a decoder serial number from a security element within the decoder box 116,

118. As described above, the "register here" message contains the identification of the head end 114 or

30 the UL 1 12 sending the message. The "register here" message and the decoder serial number, coupled with

the telephone number from which the decoder 116, 118 calls provide sufficient information to identify the

subscriber corresponding to the decoder 116, 118. The telephone number from which the decoder calls can

be obtained using an Automatic Number Identification (AND feature of modern telephone systems. In the rare

cases where ANI is not available, the telephone number can be programmed into the security element of the
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decoder box 116, 118. as part of a process for installing a decoder 116, 118 into a subscriber's location.

TUb subscriber's telephone number can then be included in the registration request. The above-described

information win enable the ECS 108 to associate a particular set of decoder box keys to a particular

subscriber to allow the subscriber to view the correct programs by unscrambling selected video signals.

5 Alternatively, there are numerous other methods by which an ECS 108 can be informed as to which decoder

box 116. 118 should be associated with which subscriber. Also, some implementations of the present

invention may allocate to other units of a system the functions of determining which decoder boxes 116, 118

should be allowed to unscramble which video signals.

At a process block 768. the ECS-RS 110 checks the authentication certificate of the decoder 116,

10 118 and the PS 106. This process is similar to the process of checking authentication certificates of the

process block 736 in Figure 7B. This process is described in greater detail below with reference to Figure

8. The ECS-RS 110 will also verify the signed copy of the "register here" message using the public

signature verification key of the decoder box 116. 118, obtained from the authentication certificate,of the

decoder box 1 16, 1 1 8. This process verifies that the decoder box 1 16. 1 18 has a private signature key that

15 corresponds to the public signature verification key that has been indirectly authenticated by the MKS 1 00.

At a decision block 769, the ECS-RS 110 determines whether the decoder box 116, 118 has-been

authenticated and authorized, based on the check of the authentication certificates and the signature

verification performed at the process block 768. If the decoder box 116, 118 has not been authenticated

and authorized, then the process will advance to a process block 771. At this point, the ECS-RS UP will

20 abandon the registration process and return to the block 760 to restart the registration process. If the

decoder box 116, 118 has been authenticated and authorized then the process will advance to a process

block 770.

At the process block 770, the ECS-RS 1 10 generates a cryptographic data element. Again the data

element may comprise any information that can be used to establish a cryptographic, link. In the preferred

25 embodiment, the data element comprises an IKP. The new IKP will be used to establish a secure

corwmiiifcation fink between the ECS 108 and the decoder box 116. 118. Messages between the ECS 108

and the eabte decoder box 116 can be transmitted over either of two message paths. First, the ECS 108

can transmit a message over the communication fine 124 to the head end 114, which will then transmit the

message over communication line 134 to the decoder box 116. 118. Alternatively, the ECS 108 can transmit

30 a message ever communication line 132 to the UL 112. Then, the UL 112 can transmit the message along

communication fine 128 to the head end 114, which will then transmit the message over communication line

134 to the decoder box 116. Messages between the ECS 108 and the sateffite decoder box 118 can also

be traremitted over either of two message paths, hi either path, the ECS 108 wffl transmit a message over

the communication line 132 to the UL 112. Then the UL 112 will either transmit the message directly to
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the satellite decoder box 118 over communication line 138, or it will transmit the message to the HE 114
over communication line 128. The HE 114 will then relay the message to the decoder box 118 over the

communication line 136. These communication paths will be well-known to a person of skill in the art.

At a process block 772. the ECS-RS 110 will encrypt the new IKP into the public rekey key of the

decoder 116, 118. The ECS-RS 1 10 obtains this public rekey key from the authentication certificate of the

decoder 116. The certificate was contained in the registration request.

At a process block 774, the ECS-RS 110 signs the IKP with its private signature key, and sends

the encrypted IKP along with a birth certificate, to the decoder 116. 118 over the communication fine 130.

131. Again, the communication line 130. 131 need not be a secure communication link, because the only

valuable information, the IKP, is encrypted in the public rekey key of the decoder 116, 118. The birth

certificate will contain the authentication certificate of the ECS-RS 110 and the authentication certificate

of the MKS-PS 104. The birth certificate will also contain a message indicating that the secure chip 140
of the decoder 116, 118 is authorized to operate as a decoder 116. 118.

At a process block 780. the decoder 116, 118 will send an "OK" message to the ECS-RS 110 over

the communication line 130, 131. This message indicates that the decoder 116, 118 has received the IKP.

The decoder 116, 118 will then terminate the telephone call over the communication line 130. 131. After

the process block 780, the process of Figure 7C proceeds with a pair of step sequences that are performed

in parallel. A first sequence comprises a process block 776, a decision block 777 and a process block 778.

A second sequence comprises a process block 782 and a process block 784.

In the first sequence, at the process block 776, the decoder 116, 118 checks the authentication

certificate of the ECS-RS 110 and the MKS-PS 104 and verifies the IKP signature. The process of checking

the authentication certificates is similar to the process of checking authentication certificates of the process

block 744 in Figure 7B and will be described in greater detail below with reference to Figure 8.

At the decision block 777. the decoder 116, 118 determines whether the ECS-RS 110 has been

authenticated and authorized, based on the check of the authentication certificate and the signature

verification performed at the process block 776. If the ECS-RS 110 has not been authenticated and

authorized, then the procedure of Figure 7C will advance to the process block 771 and the registration will

be abandoned. If the ECS-RS 1 10 has been authenticated and authorized, then the process of Figure 7C will

advance to the process block 778.

At the process block 778, the decoder 116. 118 applies its own private rekey key to decrypt the

message containing the IKP. The decoder 116. 118 then saves the keys for future use in decrypting

messages encrypted by the ECS 108. The decoder 116. 118 will not give any other element access to these

keys. After the process block 778, the first sequence is complete.
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ln the second sequence, at the process block 782, the ECS-RS 110 sends a "decoder add" message,

along with the new IKP, to the ECS 108. This message will also contain identifying information related to

the decoder 116, 118. Again, this message must be communicated in a secure environment. Next, at the

process block 784. the ECS-RS 110 destroys any copies of the IKP that it has retained. Now the ECS 108

5 and the decoder box 116, 118 can establish a secure eemrriunieatioh link using the new IKP. After the

process block 784, the second sequence is complete. The registration of the decoder 1 16, 118 will end at

a block 786, after completion of both the first and the second sequences.

Figure 8 illustrates tha processes for checking an authentication certificate of both a personalizing

writ and a secure chip 140. The personalizing unit may be a PS 106 or an MKS-PS 104. The secure chip

10 140 may be for an MKS-RS 102, an ECS-RS 1 10, an ECS 108, a UL 1 12, an HE channel 142, or a decoder

116, 118. These processes are represented by the process blocks 708, 714, 736, 744, 768 and 776 of

Figure 7. These processes will generally be similar to the processes represented by the process blocks 510

and 512 of Figure 5, except as indicated. These processes will be executed by a verifying unit constituting

an MKS-RS 102, an ECS-RS 110, an ECS 108, a UL 112, a head end channel 142, or a decoder box 116,

15 118.

The process for checking the authentication certificate of a personalizing unit begins at a block 800.

At a process block 802, the verifying unit applies the public signature key of the NIKS 100 and theitBSS to

verify that the certificate was signed by the MKS 100. At a decision block 804, the verifyiBr unit

determines whether the signature verification was successful. If net, then the verifying unit proceeds to a

20 block 820. At this point, the process for checking the authentication certificate ends with an error condition.

If the verification was successful, then the verifying unft will proceed to a process block 806.

At the process block 806, the verifying unit will check the content of the awhorization data value

of the certificate. At a decision block 808, the verifying unit will determine whether the personalizing unit

was authorized to personalize the secure chip 140. If not. then the verifying unit will proceed to the block

25 820-and end the process with an error condition. Otherwise, the verifying unit will advance to a process

block 810.

At the process block 810, the verifying unit will compare the effective date and the expiration date

of the authentication certificate against the current calendar date. At a decision Mock 812, the verifying

unit wBI determine whether the certificate is fresh. If not, the verifying unit will advance to the Mock 820

30 and end the process with an error condition. Otherwise, the verifying unit wffl advance to a Mock 814. At

this point, the process of checking the certificate Is complete and the verifying unit wffl return with no error

condition.
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As an additional safeguard against pirates, the registration routine of a verifying unit can be

executed by a programmable processing unit on the secure chip 140, where the program is contained in ROM

on the secure chip 140. This will prevent a pirate from avoiding the verification process.

The process for checking the authentication certificate of the secure chip 140 of the unit that is

5 currently being authenticated begins at a block 816. At a process block 818, the verifying unit applies the

public signature key of the personalizing unit (obtained from the authentication certificate of the personalizing

unit) and the DSS to verify that the certificate was signed by the personalizing unit. At the decision block

804, the verifying unit determines whether the signature verification was successful. If not, the verifying

unit advances to the block 820 and ends the process with an error condition. Otherwise, the verifying unit

10 advances to the process block 806.

At the process block 806, the verifying unit checks the content of the authorization data value in

the certificate. At the decision block 808, the verification unit determines whether the secure chip 140 of

the unit being authenticated has been authorized to perform the appropriate functions. If not, then the

verifying unit advances to the block 820 and ends the process with an error condition. Otherwise, the

15 verifying unit advances to the process block 810.

At the process block 810, the verifying unit compares the effective date and the expiration date of

the certificate against the current date. At the decision block 812, the verifying unit determines whether

the certificate is fresh. If not then the verifying unit advances to the block 820 and ends the process with

an error condition. Otherwise, the verifying unit advances to the block 814. At this point, the verifying unit

20 has successfully completed the check of the authentication certificate and returns to Figure 7.

The method of the present invention will establish a number of secure communication links between

different elements of the subscriber television system. The MKS 100 will have a secure communication link

with each of the ULs 112 in the system over the communication line 120. Also, the MKS 100 will have

a secure communication link with each of the ECSs 108 in the system over the communication fine 122.

25 The ECS 108 will have a secure communication link with the ULs 112 over the communication line 132.

Each of the ECSs 108 will establish a secure communication link with each of the head end channels 142

over the communication fine 124. Each of the ECSs 108 in the system will establish a secure communication

link with each of the cable decoder boxes 116 over the communication fines 124 and 134, through the head

end 114, and over the communication lines 132, 128 and 134 through the UL 112 and the head end 114.

30 Also, each of the ECSs 108 in the system will establish a secure communication link with each of the

satellite decoder boxes 118 over the communication lines 132 and 138, through the UL 112, and over the

communication lines 132, 128 and 136, through the UL 112 and the HE 114. Private communication

messages can now be transferred across the secure communication links using the keys from the IKP loaded

during the registration process.
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As described above, the uplink 112 transmits video signals to the head end 114 over the

communication fine 128 and to the satellite decoder box 118 over the communication line 138. One or more

of these video signals may be scrambled. The head end 114 may unscramble one or more of the scrambled

video signals received from the uplink 1 12. The head end 114 wiH then transmit video signals to the various

5 cable decoder boxes 1 16 in the system over the cemmimication line 1 34 and to the various satellite decoder

boxes 118 over the communication line 136. One or more of the video signals received by the decoder box

116, 118 may have been scrambled either by the head end 114 or the uplink 112. The decoder box 116,

118 may unscramble one or more of the scrambled video signals that it receives.

With the above-described secure communication Hnks, the ECS 108 can now control which channels

10 each of the head ends 114 and each of the decoder boxes 116, 118 can unscramble. The ECS 108 wiH

transmit a variety of keys to the uplink 1 12 over the communication line 132 using the secure communication

folk. The uplink 112 can use these various keys to scramble some or all of the video signals under the

direction of the ECS 108. The ECS 108 can then control which video signals can be unscrambled*? the

head end 114 by onty sending the head end 114 the keys that correspond to the scrambled video signals

15 for which reception is authorfeed at the head end 114. These keys will be transmitted from the ECS 108

to the head end 1 14 over the communication line 124 using the secure communication link.

SimBarly. the ECS 108 will send a variety of keys to the head end 114 over the communication fine

124 using the secure communication link. The head end 1 14 will use this variety of keys to scramblepander

the direction of the ECS 108, one or more of the video signals sent to the cable decoder boxes 1 tfcever

20 the communication line 134. The ECS 108 can now send selected keys to the different decoder boxes 116,

1 18 of the system to allow the decoder box 1 16, 1 18 to unscramble selected video signals that have been

scrambled either by the uplink 1 12 or the head end 114. These keys wiH be transmitted from the ECS 108

to the cable decoder box 116 over the communication line 124, through the head end 114. and over the

communication line 134, using the secure conrnwnication link. Artematively, the ECS WS can send the keys

25 over the communtcation fine 132, through the uplink 1 12. aver the commwucatien fine 128, through the head

end 114. and over the communication fine 134, using the secure communication link. The ECS 108 will

transmit keys to the satellite decoder box 118, over the commimication fine 132. through the upfink 112,

and over the comrmmfcation line 138, using the secure communication link. Alternatively, the ECS 108 can

send the keys over the communication line 132, through the uplink 112, over the communication line 128.

30 through the head end 1 14, and over the communication fine 136, again using the secure communication fink.

As an example of an entitlement system for a subscriber television system, assume a system with

video channels 2, 3 and 4 and a cable decoder box 116 and a satellite decoder box 118. Assume that the

Ul 1 12 transmits the video signals for channels 2, 3 and 4 to the HE 1 14 over coinrntmication line 128 and

to the satellite decoder box 118 over the communication line 138. Also, assume that the HE 1 14 transmits
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the video signals for channels 2, 3 and 4 to the cable decoder box 116 over the communication line 134.

The ECS 108 may send encryption keys A and B to the UL 112 with instructions to scramble channel 2

using key A and channel 3 using key B. The ECS 108 may then send keys B, C and D to the HE 1 14 with

instructions to unscramble channel 3 using key B, insert some local programming information, and then

5 rescramble the video signal using key C. The ECS 108 may also instruct the HE 114 to scramble channel

4 using key D. If the subscriber with the cable decoder box 116 has paid for channels 2 and 3, then the

ECS 108 will send keys A and C to the satellite decoder box 116 with instructions to unscramble channel

2 using key A and to unscramble channel 3 using key C. If the subscriber with the satellite decoder box

118 has paid for channels 3 and 4, then the ECS 108 will send keys B and D to the satellite decoder box

10 118 with instructions to unscramble channel 3 using key B and to unscramble channel 4 using key 0.

A person of skill in the art will understand from the above disclosure which keys in an entitlement

system should be sent to each of the uplinks 112, to each of the head end channels 142, and to each of

the decoder boxes 116, 118 in a subscriber television system. A person of skill in the art will also

understand the type of key that should be used based on the particular scrambling technique that is chosen.

15 The preferred embodiment of the present invention will use a digital scrambling technique, several of which

are disclosed in the prior art; although an analog technique could also be used.

The method of the present invention, as applied to a subscriber television system, for distributing

keys for scrambling and unscrambling video signals is a significant advance over existing subscriber television

systems. Existing subscriber television systems are typically implemented using decoder boxes that contain

20 a key permanently stored therein. Unlike the permanent storage of the public signature key of the MKS 100

in the present invention, the keys stored in prior art decoder boxes function as private encryption keys for

the decoder box. If a key of a decoder box is compromised, then each of the decoder boxes in the system,

relying on that key, must be replaced. In an alternative design, each of the decoder boxes contains a

replaceable security cartridge, where the key is permanently stored in the cartridge. In this type of system,

25 if a security key is compromised, then each of the security cartridges, which contain that key, must be

replaced. In a subscriber television system incorporating the present invention, there is no need to have a

private security key permanently associated with a given decoder box. If a decoder box unscrambling key

has been compromised, then any decoder box utilizing that specific key can have a new key transmitted over

a secure communication link, or the decoder box can be re registered to again establish a secure

30 communication link. The re-registration process can be performed without any hardware change, saving large

sums of money. In addition, the capability of the present invention to remotely download new keys to

decoder boxes, instead of providing each decoder box with a permanent key, eliminates the need to track

the permanent keys of various decoder boxes at a central location. Instead, a more local ECS 108 can track

the downloaded keys for the decoder boxes within its control. This feature also allows decoder boxes and
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other equipment to be easily transferred to other subscriber television systems using the same or a

compatible system.

A person of skill in the art will be able to apply the concepts of the present invention to establish

different secure communication links in different comrounication systems, and also in systems for which

communication is not a primary objective. For other systems, the famnions of the MKS 100. the MKS-RS

102, the MKS-PS 104 and the PS 106 can remain the same. However, different operational units will

generally be required. Every operational unit, however, will still contain a secure chip 140. The ECS 108.

the ECS-RS 110. the UL 112. the HE 114 and the decoder boxes 116. 118 may be replaced with different

operational units that perform the required operational functions of the different system. However, each of

the secure chips 140 will be personalized according to the method of the present invention and the

operational units will be registered according to the method of the present invention. The functions

performed by these different operational units, that are not related to establishing a secure cryptographic

network, can vary widely. Other systems may also use the NHCS-RS 102 to perform all registrations instead

of having a separate registration station, such as the ECS-RS 110.
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APPEMDIX A1

Authentication Certificate for a PS, an MKS-PS or an MKS-RS

Certificate Header

Certificate ID

5 Issuer ID (-MKS)

Issuers Certificate ID (-NULL)

Effective Date

Expiration Date

Authorization Block

10 Authorization I- PS, MKS-PS, or MKS-RS)

Authorized ID

Public Signature Key

15

Key Header

Variable Type (-Public Signature Key)

Key ID

Effective Date

Expiration Date

Public Signature Key Data

Signature Block

20 Public Signature Key ID l-MKS Public Signature Key)

Hash Algorithm ID

Signature Algorithm ID

Signature Data
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APPEMD1X A2

Initialization Message for a PS, an MKS-PS or an MKS-RS

Certificate Header

Certificate ID

Issuer ID (-MKS)

Issuers Certificate ID (-NULL)

Effective Date

Expiration Date

Authorization Block

Authorization (-PS load, MKSPS load, or MKS-RS Ice*

Authorized ID

Private Signature Key

Key Header

Variable Type (-Private Signature Key)

15 Key ID

Effective Date

Expiration Date

Private Signature Key Data

Signature Block

20 Public Signature Key ID (-MKS Public Signature Key)

Hash Algorithm ID

Signature Algorithm ID

Signature String
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APPENDIX A3

Authentication Certificate for a HE, a Decoder, an ECS-RS or a UL

Certificate Header

Certificate ID

5 Issuer ID (-PS ID)

Issuers Certificate ID (-ID of PS's certificate)

Effective Date

Expiration Date

Authorization Block

10 Authorization [-HE or Decoder)

Authorized ID

Public Signature Key

Key Header

15

Variable Type (-Public Signature Key)

Key ID

Effective Date

Expiration Date

Public Signature Key Data

Public Encryption Key

20 Variable Type (-Public Encryption Key)

Key ID

Effective Date

Expiration Date

Public Encryption Key Data

25 Signature Block

Public Signature Key ID (-PS Public Signature Key)

Hash Algorithm ID

Signature Algorithm ID

Signature Data

30
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APPEMD1X A4

Initialization Message for a HEr a Decoder, an ECS RS or a UL

Certificate Header

Certificate ID

5 Issuer ID {-PS ID)

Issuers Certificate ID I -ID of PS's certificate)

Effective Date

Expiration Date

Authorization Block

JO Authorization I -HE load or Decoder load)

Authorized ID

Private Signature Key

Key Header

Variable Type (-Private Signature Key)

15 K*Y «D

Effective Date

Expiration Date

Private Signature Key Data

Private Encryption Key

20 Key Header

Variable Type (-Private Encryption Key)

Key ID

Effective Date

Expiration Date

25 _ Private Encryption Key Data

Signature Block

Public Signature Key ID (-PS Public Signature Key)

Hash Algorithm ID

Signature Algorithm ID

30 Signature Data
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APPEMDIX A5

"Register Here" Message

Certificate Header

Certificate ID

5 Issuer ID (-MKS)

Issuers Certificate ID {-NULL)

Effective Date

Expiration Date

Authorization Block

10 Authorization (-Register Here)

Authorized ID (NULL or specific ID)

Data Block (containing the ID, telephone number or network address of the ECS-RS designated as

the registration point for all units receiving this message).

15 Signature Block

Public Signature Key ID (-MKS Public Signature Key)

Hash Algorithm ID

Signature Algorithm ID

Signature Data
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APPEMOIX A6

Registration Request

Certificate Header

Certificate ID

5 Issuer ID (-ID of requesting unit)

Issuers Certificate ID (-IB of requesting unit's certificate)

Effective Date

Expiration Date

Authorization Block

10 Authorization {-Registration Request)

Authorization ID (ID of ECS-RS designated in register here message)

Data Block (containing the register here message which stimulated this request)

Signature Block

15 Public Signature Key ID (-ID of unit requesting registration)

Hash Algorithm ID

Signature Algorithm ID

Signature Data
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APPEND1X A7

Initial Key Package

, Certificate Header

Certificate ID

5 Issuer ID (-RS ID)

Issuers Certificate ID (-ID of RS's certificate)

Effective Date

Expiration Date

Authorization Block

10 Authorization (-Key Package)

Authorized ID (ID of unit authorized to load this Key Package)

Encrypted Key

Key Header

Variable Type (-Encrypted Key Package for a specific application)

15 Key ID

Effective Date

Expiration Date

Decryption Algorithm ID

Decryption Key ID

20 Encrypted Key Data (the encrypted key data required by the specific application)

Signature Block

Public Signature Key ID (-ECS-RS Public Signature Key)

Hash Algorithm ID

Signature Algorithm ID

25 Signature Data
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APPEWD1X A8

Held Type Definitions:

Authorization • A specific action or rote the entity named m the Authorized ID is authorized or

permitted to perforin. The siper of this certificate grants this authorization by signing the certificate

5 containing the authorization.

Authorization Block - An authorization for a named entity to perform a particular action or act in

a particular role.

Authorized ID - The unique identifier (i.e., name) of the entity granted the associated authorization.

Certificate Header - A block of information at the beginning of every certificate which identifies the

10 certificate in terms of its source, its parent in a certificate chain, and its effective period.

Certificate - A block of information consisting of a Certificate Header, zero or more Authorization

Blocks, zero of more Keys (PubSc, Private, or Encrypted), zero or more Data Blocks, and a Signature Block.

All valid certificates are traceable via an authentication chain to a Masters Public Signature Key held in Read

Only Memory (ROM) by al entities.

15 Certificate ID - An identification field (M- number) unique to this certificate.

Data Block • A Block of data bytes with an application specific content and meaning.

Data Block Data - The information bearing portion of a Data Block

Data Block Length - The length of the Data Block Data portion of a Data Block.

Decryption Algorithm ID - A code identifying the specific decryption algorithm needed to decrypt the

20 associated Encrypted Key Data.

Decryption Key ID - The Key ID of the key needed to decrypt the associated Encrypted Key Data.

Effective Date • The earSest date that any of the data (L&, authorization block, keys, other data)

contained m this certificate may be considered valid for use by any entity receiving this certificate.

Encrypted Key - A block of information containing a Key Header, a Decryption Algorithm ID, a

25 Decryption Key ID, and Encrypted Key Data. This information is sufficient for an authorized entity to decrypt

the key.

Encrypted Key Data - The actual key in its encrypted form. The content of this field is dependent

on the Variable Type and Decryption Algorithm.

Expiration Date • The last date that any of the data (La,, authorization block, keys, and other data)

30 contained in this certificate may be considered vaM for use by any entity receiving this certificate.

Hash Algorithm ID • A code identifying the specific hash algorithm used in generating this signature.

Issuer's Certificate ID • The Certificate ID of the Public Certificate containing the Issuer's public

Signature Key used to verify this certificate and the authority to issue this type of certificate.

Issuer ID - The unique Identifier (e^ name) of the entity issuing this certificate.
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Key Header - A block of information at the beginning of all keys consisting of a Variable Type, a

Key ID, an Effective Date, and an Expiration Data. This information is an information tag for the key.

Key ID - A unique identifier (i.e., serial number) of a key.

Private Decryption Key - The private decryption key is a block of information which permits

5 decryption of digital data encrypted using a corresponding public encryption key. Included are time limits on
'

the authorized period of use of the key for data decryption.

Private Decryption Key Data - The actual private decryption key data. The exact form and content

of this data is determined by the associated Variable Type.

Private Signature Key - The private signature key is a block of information which permits generation

10 of a digital signature. This signature may be verified with a corresponding public signature key.

Private Signature Key Data - The actual private signature key data. The exact form and content

of this data is determined by the associated Variable Type.

Public Encryption Key - The public encryption key is a block of information which permits encryption

of data which may be decrypted only by using the corresponding Private decryption key. Included are time

15 limits on the authorized period of use of the key for encryption.

Public Encryption Key Data - The actual public encryption key data. The exact form and content

of this data is determined by the associated Variable Type.

Public Signature Key - The public signature key is a block of information which permits verification

of a signature generated with a corresponding Private Signature Key. Included are time limits on the

20 authorized period of use of the key for signature verification.

Public Signature Key Data - The actual public signature key data. The exact form and content of

this data is determined by the associated Variable Type.

Public Signature Key ID - The Key ID of the Public Signature Key that must be used to verify this

signature block.

25 Signature Block * A block of information located at the end of a certificate. This signature contained

in this block covers all of certificate except for the Signature Date.

Signature Algorithm ID - A code identifying the specific digital signature algorithm used to generate

the Signature String contained within this Signature Block.

Signature Data • The actual digital signature data. The exact form and content is determined by

30 the Signature Algorithm within the Signature Block.

Variable Type - A code which defines the type of a key (e.g.. public signature key. Private encryption

key, DES encryption/decryption key, etc.).
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WHAT IS CLAMED tS:

1. A method of establishing a cryptographic fink between a registration station (rs) (102) and

an operational unit \w) (108, 110, 112, 114, 116, 118) of a cryptographic system, said system comprising

said rs, said 00, a master key station fifties) UOB) and a personalization station (ps) (104) f wherein the

5 improvement in said method comprises the steps of:

fa) initializing said mks and said ps by a method comprising the steps of:

providing said mks with an encryption/decryption key pair consisting of an mks

public signature key and an mks private signature key;

providing said ps with an encryption/decryption key pair consisting of a ps public

10 signature key and a ps private signature key;

providing said ps public signature key to said mks;

providing said mks public signature key to said ps;

creating a ps certificate in sad mks by a method comprising the steps of:

creating a message containing said ps public signature key and an

15 authorization for said ps to personalize said ou; and

signing said message whh said mks private signature key to create^said

ps certificate; and

communicating said ps certificate from said mks to said ps;
^

(b) personalizing said rs by a method comprising the steps of:

20 communicating a first copy of said ps certificate to said rs;

generating, in said ps, an encryption/decryption key pair for said rs consisting of

an rs public signature key and an rs private dpiature key;

securely communicating said rs private signature key from said ps to said rs;

deleting said rs private signature key from said ps;

25 creating an rs certificate in said ps by a method comprising the steps of :

creating a message containing said rs public signature key; and

signfng sad message with said ps private signature key to create said rs

certificate; and

communicating said rs certificate from said ps to said rs;

30 (c) personalizing said ou by a method comprising the steps of:

communicating a second copy of said ps certificate to said ou;

providing said mks public signature key to saW ou;

verifying in said ou that said second copy of said ps certificate was signed by said

mks by applying said mks public signature key;
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verifying in said ou that said second copy of said ps certificate authorizes said ps

to personalize said ou;

generating an encryption/decryption key pair in said ps for said ou, said

encryption/decryption key pair comprising an ou public encryption key and an ou private

decryption key;

securely communicating said ou private decryption key from said ps to said ou;

deleting said ou private decryption key from said ps;

creating in said ps an ou certificate for said ou by a method comprising the steps

of:

creating a message containing said ou public encryption key; and

signing said message with said ps private signature key to create said ou

certificate for said ou; and

communicating said ou certificate from said ps to said ou; and

(d) registering said ou with said rs by a method comprising the steps of:

communicating said ou certificate to said rs;

communicating said second copy of said ps certificate to said rs;

providing said mks public signature key to said rs;

verifying in said rs that said second copy of said ps certificate was signed by said

mks by applying said mks public signature key;

verifying in said rs that said ou certificate was signed by said ps by applying said

ps public signature key, said ps public signature key having been obtained from said second

copy of said ps certificate;

communicating said rs certificate to said ou;

communicating said first copy of said ps certificate to said qu;

verifying in said ou that said first copy of said ps certificate was signed by said

mks by applying said mks public signature key;

verifying in said ou that said rs certificate was signed by said ps by applying said

ps public signature key, said ps public signature key having been obtained from said first

copy of said ps certificate;

generating in said rs a cryptographic data element for said ou;

encrypting said private encryption key in said ou public encryption key, said rs

having obtained said ou public encryption key from said ou certificate;

communicating said cryptographic data element encrypted in said ou public

encryption key, from said rs to said ou; and
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decrypting in said ou said private encryption key by applying said ou private

decryption key.

,2. The method of Claim 1, wherein said cryptographic system comprises a communication

system.

3. The method of Claim 2, wherein said communication system comprises a subscriber

television system.

4. The method of Claim 1, wherein said rs (102) and said ou 1108, 1 10, 1 12. 1 14, 1 16, 118)

each comprise a secure chip 1140), said secure chip comprising a programmable processor and a read-only

memory, said read-only memory containing said mks public signature key.

5. The method of Claim 4, wherein said steps of verifying in said ou 1108, 110, 112, 114,

1 16, 1 18) that said second copy of said ps certificate was signed by said mks (100) and of verifying in said

ou that said second copy of said ps certificate authorizes said ps (104) to personalize said ou are

accomplished by said programmabte processor of said secure chip (140) executing a program in said read only

memory of said secure chip.

6. The method of Claim 4, wherein said message created during said method of creating said

ps certificate additionally contains an effective date and an expiration date for said ps certificate, wherein

said read-only memory of said secure chip (140) additionally contains a manufacturing date code, and wherein

said method for personalizing said ou (108. 110, 112, 114, 116, 118) additionally comprises the step of:

verifying in said ou that said manufacturing date code in said read-only memory of said

secure chip is between said effective date and said expiration date for said ps certificate.

7. A cryptographic system having a first unit and a second unit, said first unit being connected

to said second unit by a communication Bnk. said first unit performing a first function, said second unit

performing a second function, said second function being different from said first function, wherein the.

improvement comprises:

said first unit comprising a first communication circuit, said first communication circuit

comprising a first secure circuit; and

said second unit comprising a second communication circuit, said second communication

circuit comprising a second secure circuit, wherein said first communication circuit and said second

conmwmcation circuit interface to establish a cryptographic Ink between said first unit and said

second unit over said communication Bnk, each of said secure circuits containing information needed

to establish said cryptographic link between said first unit and said second unit.

8. The cryptographic system of Claim 7, wherein said system functions primarily as a

communication system.
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9. The cryptographic system of Claim 8, wherein said system functions as a subscriber

television system.

10. The cryptographic system of Claim 7, wherein said first secure circuit comprises a first

secure integrated circuit (140), wherein said second secure circuit comprises a second secure integrated

5 circuit, wherein said first secure integrated circuit comprises a first programmable processor and a first read*

only memory, wherein said second secure integrated circuit comprises a second programmable processor and

a second read only memory, and wherein said information needed to establish said cryptographic link is

contained in said first and said second read-only memories.

11. The cryptographic system of Claim 10, wherein said information contained in each of said

10 read-only memories includes a public signature key of a trusted authority.

1 2. The cryptographic system of Claim 1 1, wherein said information contained in said first read-

only memory additionally includes a program executed by said first programmable processor for authenticating

said second unit, and wherein said information contained in said second read-only memory additionally includes

a program executed by said second programmable processor for authenticating said first unit.

15 13. The cryptographic system of Claim 10, wherein said system further comprises a third unit

and a trusted authority, wherein said trusted authority authorizes said third unit to provide said first unit with

a public key and a corresponding private key, said third unit generates said public key and said private key

for said first unit, said first unit provides said second unit with said public key from said third unit, said

information contained in each of said read-only memories containing a program for determining whether said

20 third unit has been authorized by said trusted authority to provide said public key and said private key, said

second communication circuit receiving said private key from said third unit only after said second secure

circuit has executed said program to determine that said third unit has been authorized by said trusted

authority to provide said public key and said private key.

14. A method of establishing a cryptographic fink between a first unit qpd a second unit in a

25 cryptographic system, said second unit being connected to said first unit by a communication Enk, wherein

the improvement in said method comprises the steps of:

generating a first public key pair comprising a first public key and a first private key;

securely communicating said first private key to said first unit;

securely communicating said first public key to said second unit;

30 generating, in said second unit, a first cryptographic data element for use with said first

unit;

encrypting, in said second unit, said first cryptographic data element using said first public

key;
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communicating said first cryptographic data element, encrypted in said first public key, from

said second unit to said first unit

decrypting, in said first unit, said first cryptographic data element by applying said first

private key; and

communicating private messages between said first unit and said second unit using said first

cryptographic data element.

15. The method of Claim 14, wherein the method further comprises the steps of:

sending a first authentication certificate to said second unit, said first authentication

certificate authenticating said first public key; and

authenticating said first unit in said second unit using said first authentication certificate.

16/ The method of Claim 15, wherein the method further comprises the steps of:

generating a second pubRc key pair consisting of a second public key and a second private

key;
*

securely consummating sad second private key to said second unit;

securely communicating said second public key to said first unit;

sending a second authentication certificate to smd first unit, said second authentication

certificate authenticating said second public key; and

authenticating said second unit in said first urrit using said second authentication certificate.

17. The method of Claim 16, wherein said cryptographic system comprises a communication

system.

18. The method of Claim 17, wherein said communication Systran comprises a subscriber

television system.

19. The method of Claim 16, wherein said first private key is suitable for creating digital

signatures arid said first public key is suitable for verifying digital signatures.

i
20. The method of Claim 16, wherein said first and second authentication certificates comprise,

respectively, first and second chains of authentication certificates, each of said certificates in said first chain

of authentication certificates and each of said certificates in said second chain of authentication certificates

comprising:

a data value indicating a function that a subject of the certificate wiH be authorized to

) perform;

an effective date for the certificate; and

an expiration date for the certificate.
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21. The method of Claim 20, wherein said second unit comprises a secure integrated circuit

(140) containing a programmable processor and a read-only memory, and wherein said read-only memory

contains a manufacturing date code.

22. The method of Claim 21, wherein said authentication of said first unit is accomplished by

5 said processor m said secure integrated circuit (140) of said second unit by executing a program contained

in said read only memory of said secure integrated circuit of said second unit.

23. The method of Claim 22, wherein said authentication of said first unit in said second unit

comprises the step of:

verifying that said manufacturing date code in said read-only memory of said secure chip

10 (140) is between said effective date and said expiration date for said certificate.

24. The method of Claim 16, wherein said first and second authentication certificates comprise,

respectively, first and second chains of authentication certificates, and wherein said system additionally

comprises a trusted authority (100) having a public signature key and a corresponding private signature key,

wherein said first chain of authentication certificates links said first unit to said trusted authority and said

15 second chain of authentication certificates links said second unit to said trusted authority.

25. The method of Claim 24, wherein authenticating of said first unit in said second unit is

accomplished by applying an appropriate public signature key to each of the certificates in said first chain

of authentication certificates, beginning with said public signature key of said trusted authority (100) and

authenticating of said second unit in said first unit is accomplished by applying an appropriate public signature

20 key to each of the certificates in said second chain of authentication certificates, beginning with said public

signature key of said trusted authority.

26. The method of Claim 25, wherein authenticating said first unit in said second unit by

application of an appropriate public signature key comprises the steps of:

obtaining said first chain of authentication certificates linking said first unit to said trusted

25 authority (100), each of said authentication certificates being generated by an authority to

*
authenticate a subject of the certificate, each authority having a public signature key and a

corresponding private signature key, each subject having a public signature key and a corresponding

private signature key, each of said authentication certificates containing the public signature key of

the respective subject of the certificate and being signed by the respective authority of the

30 certificate using the private signature key of the authority, a first authentication certificate of said

chain being generated by said trusted authority, each subsequent authentication certificate of said

chain, if any, being generated by the subject of the previous authentication certificate, a last

authentication certificate of said chain authenticating said first unit;
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checking said first authentication certificate of said chain of authentication certificates by

a method comprising the steps of:

verifying that said first authentication certificate has been signed by said trusted

authority by applying said public signature key obtained from said trusted authority; and

5 verifying that said first authentication certificate contains the public signature key

of the subject of the first authentication certificate; and

checking each subsequent authemlcation certificate, if any/of said chain of authentication

certificates by a method comprising the steps of:

obtaining the public signature key of the authority of the subsequent authentication

10 certificate from the previous authentication certificate;

verifying that the subsequent authentication certificate has been signed by the

authority of said subsequent authentication certificate by applying said public signature key

of said authority of said subsequent authentication certificate; and

verifying that the subsepent aiithenfeation certificate contains

15 key of the subject of the subsequent authentication certificate.

27. The method of Claim 25. wherein said second unit comprises a secure integrated circuit

040) containing a programmable processor and a read-only memory, and wherein said read only memory

contains said public signature key of said trusted authority (100).

28. The method of Claim 27, wherein the authentication of said first unit is accomplished by

said processor in said secure integrated circuit (140) of said second unit by executing a program contained

in said read-only memory of said secure integrated circuit of said second unit.

29. The method of Claim 16. wherein said system additionally comprises a third unit; wherein

said third unit generates said first public key pair and securely communicates said first private key to said

first unit and securely communicates said first public key to said second unit, and wherein said third unit

generates said second public key pair and securely communicates said second private key to said second unit

and securely communicates said second public key to said first unit.

30. The method of Claim 29. wherein the method additionally comprises the steps of:

deleting said first private key from said third unit; and

deleting said second private key from said third unit

31. The method of Claim 30, wherein said first private key is securely communicated from said

third unit to said first unit by a method comprising the steps of:

providing a first public signature key to said first unit said first pubBc signature key

corresponding to a first private signature key possessed by said third unit;

creating a message in said third unit, said message containing said first private key;

20

25

30
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digitally signing said message in said third unit using said first private signature key;

securely transmitting said digitally signed message containing said first private key to said

first unit; and

verifying in said first unit that said message was signed by said third unit by applying said

5 first public signature key.

32. The method of Claim 31, additionally comprising the step of performing in said first unit

a verification function to verify that said third unit has been authorized by a trusted authority (100) to

provide said first public key pair, said trusted authority having a second public signature key and a

corresponding second private signature keyr said verification function comprising the steps of:

10 receiving in said first unit a certificate containing said first public signature key and a

message indicating that said third unit has been authorized by said trusted authority to provide said

first public key pair, said certificate having been signed with said second private signature key;

obtaining said second public signature key;

applying said second public signature key to said certificate to verify that said certificate

15 was signed by said trusted authority; and

reading said message in said certificate to determine whether said third unit has been

authorized to provide said first public key pair.
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